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Landslide is a complicated multi-hazard event that can turn into a great disaster. 

Landslide risk assessment and management process involves decision making to find an 

optimal loss-mitigation approach. A good, representative decision analysis process relies 

on reasonably capturing all possible scenarios that would happen in a landslide event and 

assessing the probabilities.  

The nature of a wide range engineering problems, including landslide risk 

assessment and management, requires that decisions to be made based on limited 

information and in the face of extreme uncertainty. Bayesian updating method is a more 

rational approach to account for extreme events and data irrelevancy. In Bayesian, a prior 

sample space is assumed, the probabilities are then updated by the likelihood function 

based on historical data. This procedure makes the Bayesian approach capable of 

accounting for extreme events and data irrelevancy. The prior sample space has a 

significant effect on updated probability distribution, especially in the case of rare or 

limited data. The main motivation of this research is to defensibly account for the uncertain 

in extreme events without unrealistic and unnecessary assumptions. Therefore, in this 

research, new decision-based framework is introduced for establishing non-informative 

prior sample space as a starting point in assessing the probabilities. In addition, this 
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research introduces and applies new methods in the formulation of likelihood function in 

order to minimize the amount of unnecessary prescribed assumptions in the model. 

Two major risk management case studies are included in this dissertation: a 

rockslide in Western Norway, and the landslide in Oso, Washington. The objective of the 

case studies are to demonstrate the application of the new framework, introduced in this 

research to establish prior and formulate likelihood, in the real-world landslide risk 

assessment and management problems. These case studies showed that the framework 

suggested by this dissertation is a rational and defensible approach to account for the 

extreme uncertainties.  

The expected contribution of this research is in the field of risk assessment and 

management of landslides (or other natural hazards). The Decision Entropy is a theory 

underdevelopment toward becoming a rational method to establish non-informative prior 

sample space. The fact that the axioms of Decision Entropy Theory requires equally 

probable states for preference, degrees of preference, and information about preference of 

alternatives, makes this theory an impartial and objective approach to establish prior 

sample space in which no unnecessary assumption is included. Furthermore, axioms of this 

theory provide the tool to account for extreme events, unknown uncertainties, and 

irrelevancy of data in the risk analysis. However, the theory needs more development to 

make it easier to be used in the real-world risk assessment problem.  

Besides starting with a non-informative prior, the likelihood function should be 

formulated so that it does not include information more than what really is available.  Using 

probability models that account for the renewal process of event, or accounts for the facts 

that events are non-stationary and correlated, has a greater advantage toward proper 

assessment of probabilities. Accounting for in-completeness and irrelevancy of data is also 

necessary to be considered in the formulation of likelihood function. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction 

In this chapter, motivation and objectives of this research are highlighted. A 

summary of methodology and the contributions of this research is included as well. The 

objective of this chapter is to provide an introduction to the content of this dissertation.  

The goal of this research is to develop a new decision-based framework to assess 

the probabilities, in the context of decision making for landslide risk management, in an 

objective and defensible way. The target is to develop a non-informative prior sample space 

that can be used in Bayesian analysis. The motivation for this research is the shortcoming 

of existing landslide hazard and risk assessment approaches in evaluating probabilities 

objectively and accounting for unknown uncertainties and extreme events reasonably. 

In addition, in this research, it is intended to address some common issues in the 

risk assessment of landslides or other natural hazards. These issues include: considering 

the correlation of events, addressing the historical data irrelevancy, accounting for extreme 

events, and overcoming the shortcomings of magnitude-frequency relationship.  

DECISION ANALYSIS IN THE FACE OF EXTREME EVENTS 

The nature of a wide range engineering problems requires that decisions to be made 

based on limited information and in the face of extreme uncertainty. Therefore, there is 

always a risk that an extreme event would occur in the future which was underrepresented 

in the scope of decision making, and this condition may lead to disastrous consequences.  

One example of extreme events could be March 2014 landslide in Oso, 

Washington, where debris run out was ten times larger than what happened in the past 

(Keaton et al., 2014). Therefore, it resulted in destruction of an entire community, loss of 

43 lives, closure of the state road, blockage of a river and finally flooding upstream and 
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downstream. Although this slope had failed multiple times in the past, the debris never ran 

out far enough to impact the community until the event in 2014. 

Another example of extreme events could be the storm surge in Hurricane Katrina 

which breached the New Orleans levee system, flooded the neighborhoods, and caused 

nearly 2000 deaths from drowning and exposure days after the storm. Although storm 

surges had occurred in New Orleans before, the surge in Katrina was several meters higher 

than the maximum surge recorded previously in many locations (IPET, 2009). 

The third example can be the destruction of many offshore structures in the Gulf of 

Mexico during five major hurricanes that occurred from 2003 to 2008. The number of 

destroyed offshore structures in that period was five times as many as offshore structures 

that were destroyed in the previous 60 years in the Gulf of Mexico. In addition, the 100-

year design wave height was increased by nearly 25% based on just three hurricanes in two 

years (Gilbert, et al. 2012).  

Figure 1. 1 shows the graph of annual frequency of failure vs number of fatalities, 

and the threshold of acceptable risk (based on AGS 2000; ANCOLD 1996; and GEO 1998). 

The position of Oso 2014 landslide event and New Orleans levees failure 2005, with 

respect to acceptable risk, are shown in the graph (Gilbert, et al. 2016). 

These extreme hazards are significant in terms of the consequences and the need to 

manage the associated risks. Managing these risks requires first assessing probabilities of 

rare events. Classical statistical methods for probability assessments are based on historical 

data, observations, experience, and engineering judgment. However, historical data are 

sparse, and there is little or no experience with these extreme events because of their nature. 

The lack of actual information with which to assess probabilities in these situations could 

lead to optimistic assessments that underrepresent risks, or pessimistic assessments which 
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over-represent risks. Therefore, these methods of assessment may not be reliable to 

effectively manage the risks. 

 

 
Figure 1. 1. Graph of annual frequency of failure vs number of fatalities, and the 

threshold of acceptable risk (based on AGS 2000; ANCOLD 1996; GEO 
1998). (Source of graph: Gilbert, et al. 2016). 

Taleb (2007) in his book refers to events beyond our experience as “Black Swan”, 

recalling the story that for years people thought all swans are white, until the sighting of 

first black swan invalidate the general statement that came from years of sighting million 

white swans. Similarly, extreme events beyond our range of experience can invalidate 

statements based on historical data and observations. This example shows the limitation of 

our learning from observation or experience and the fragility of our knowledge.  
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MOTIVATION 

Decision analysis for natural hazard risk management relies on assessing the 

probabilities of events and scenarios. Classical (frequentist) statistical methods, which rely 

only on historical data, fail in considering extreme events and data irrelevancy. Existing 

landslide risk assessment methods involve using frequency-magnitude relationships which 

are obtained only based on historical data. Therefore, they suffer from the same 

shortcomings of classical statistical methods. 

On the other hand, Bayesian updating method is a rational approach to account for 

extreme events and data irrelevancy. In Bayesian, a suitable and objective prior sample 

space is taken as a hypothesis, then probabilities are updated by historical data. This 

procedure makes the Bayesian approach capable of accounting for extreme events and data 

irrelevancy.  

In Bayesian approach, however, it is important to use a suitable and objective prior 

sample space. The prior sample space has a significant effect on updated probability 

distribution, especially in the case of rare or limited data. This research will focus on 

establishing non-informative prior sample space as a starting point in assessing the 

probabilities. Therefore, the main motivation of this research is to defensibly account for 

the uncertain in extreme events without (unrealistic/unnecessary) assumptions. 

OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of this research is to advance the development of a new decision-based 

framework in order to reasonably and rationally account for extreme uncertainties and 

“unknown unknowns” in the landslide risk management decision analysis. The objectives 

of this research are listed in the following: 
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1) Analyze and review existing approaches for obtaining landslide hazard curve or 

magnitude-frequency relationship, and explore their limitations in capturing 

uncertainties and assessing the landslide hazard;   

2) Introduce a new decision-based approach that is under development to rationally 

and reasonably represent the uncertainties; 

3) Apply the new approach to real-world landslide risk management problems and 

evaluate the ease of implementation and the insight produced from this approach;  

4) Introduce methods to formulate likelihood function without including unnecessary 

and unrealistic assumptions. 

METHODOLOGY 

The methodology to achieve the objectives of this research involves the following 

tasks: 

Task 1: Literature review and analysis: 1-1) analysis of existing approaches for 

probability assessments in natural hazard and risk management problem, obtaining 

landslide hazard curve and magnitude-frequency relationship, 1-2) highlighting the 

shortcomings of existing approaches in capturing uncertainties and assessing the landslide 

hazard. 

Task 2: Description of a new decision-based framework to rationally and 

reasonably represent the uncertainties: 2-1) introduction of Decision Entropy Theory 

axioms, 2-2) demonstration of how application of Decision Entropy Theory leads to a non-

informative decision-based prior probabilities, and 2-3) demonstration of the consequences 

of using this non-informative decision-based prior probabilities in the Bayesian analysis 

Task 3: Application of the new method to real-world landslide risk management 

projects, Bayesian analysis and evaluation practical consequences of this application: 3-1) 
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case study: Aknes, More & Romsdal County, W. Norway landslide risk management 

project, and 3-2) case study: Oso 2014 landslide event 

Task 4: Formulation of likelihood function in a rational and defensible way, without 

unnecessary and unrealistic assumptions; recommending different methods to improve the 

likelihood. 

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTIONS  

The expected contributions of this research will be in the field of risk management 

of landslide (or other natural hazards), especially in the face of extreme events, unknown 

uncertainties (“unknown unknowns”) and in cases where there is limited data. Furthermore, 

this research will provide practical tools optimized to implement the new introduced 

methods of probability assessment and likelihood formulation in real-word landslide risk 

assessment and management problems. 

ORGANIZATION OF THIS DOCUMENT 

This document is organized so that the background and literature review are 

included in chapter 2. In chapter 3, the limitations of existing methods of probability 

assessments are discussed. In chapter 4, a new decision-based framework, named Decision 

Entropy Theory, is introduced for establishing non-informative prior probabilities to be 

used in Bayesian analysis. In addition, new formulations of the likelihood function are 

presented in order to overcome shortcomings of existing likelihood functions. In chapter 

5, the West Norway rockslide case study is described, the new framework for establishing 

prior is applied to the problem, and the results are compared to those obtained by using 

classical method.  In chapter 6, the Oso, Washington landslide case study is presented, the 

new approaches of establishing prior and formulating likelihood are applied to the problem, 
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and the results are discussed. The concluding remarks from different sections of the 

dissertation are summarized in chapter 7. 
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Chapter 2:  Background 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, background information on landslide risk and different methods of 

risk assessment is presented. Different methods of probability assessment are classified 

and their characteristics are discussed. The objective of this chapter is to provide 

background information and a summary of literature review on the subjects which will be 

discussed in the next chapters of this dissertation. 

LANDSLIDE RISK  

Landslide is referred to soil or rock mass movements, generally triggered by 

excessive rainfall, earthquake, soil creep, permafrost thaw, or some human activities. 

Depending on the moving material and the velocity or type of movement, landslides are 

categorized by different names (e.g. topples, mudslide, rotational slide, rock/soil 

avalanche, etc.). Varnes (1978) proposed a comprehensive classification of landslides and 

rockslides based on the material and type of movement (Table 2. 1). The classification is 

still popular among the researchers in this field. Hungr et al. (2014) recently provided an 

update to the original Varnes’ classification.  

Landslide is a complicated multi-hazard event that can turn into a great disaster; 

burying parts of a city or village downhill the slope and causing a large number of fatalities. 

Landslide risk assessment and management process involves decision making to find an 

optimal loss-mitigation approach. This process relies on reasonably capturing all possible 

scenarios that would happen in a landslide event. This is while there are multiple sources 

of uncertainties in a landslide problem. One or combination of several different triggers 

might be potential cause(s) of a landslide. On the other hand, landslides differ in 
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consequences, sliding mass volume, run out travel distance, type of movement, type of 

material that slides, and also the movement scenarios (Figure 2. 1).  

Table 2. 1. Varnes (1978) classification of landslides (source: Hungr et al. (2014)) 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 1. Landslide hazard bow tie: Sources of uncertainties in the landslide events. 

LANDSLIDE RISK ASSESSMENT AND MANAGEMENT  

Risk is defined as a ‘‘measure of the probability and severity of an adverse effect 

to life, health, property, or the environment’’ (Nadim & Lacasse, 2009). A quantitative risk 

definition used extensively in engineering applications is expressed below: 

� =  × " × #       ( 1) 

Suggesting that the landslide risk (R) can be obtained by multiplying three quantities: 

probability of landslide occurrence (H), vulnerability (V) of elements at risk (i.e. people 
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and properties), and the total value of elements at risk or the total loss (L) which is the 

measure of any negative consequence, financial loss, fatality, or etc. 

Landslide hazard and risk management is a developing field in the world. There are 

number of guidelines on this subject which have been provided by national and regional 

governments and agencies. Examples of these guidelines are: guidelines on natural hazard 

risk assessment and land-use planning in British Columbia, by Cave (1992) and also by 

and British Columbia Ministry of Forest (2004), guidelines by Hong Kong Government 

Planning Department (1993-2000), Australian Geomechanics Society (AGS) Guidelines 

(2000 & 2007). The methods proposed for quantitative risk assessment of landslides in the 

guidelines mentioned above are relatively similar to the equation (1).  

Traditional methods of estimating risk use event trees based on monotonic Boolean 

logic. Event trees allow for outlining potential scenarios in a discrete manner, where each 

branch of the tree represents a mutually exclusive risk outcome. More recent risk 

assessment methodologies include Bayesian Networks (BN) (Einstein and Sousa 2007; 

Medina-Cetina and Nadim 2008), which allow to represent multiple events based on causal 

relationships such as the coupling of multi-hazard processes (e.g. tsunamigenic rockslide), 

and to incorporate different information sources at the time (i.e. monitoring data, 

theoretical modelling and experts’ beliefs). 

Different methods have been offered to evaluate vulnerability, which is a non-

dimensional variable with values between 0 to 1. Vulnerability should account for spatial 

and temporal probability of presence of the elements at risk at the region exposed to the 

landslide and at the time of the event. In addition, vulnerability is a function of intensity of 

landslide and its consequences. On the other hand, obtaining the probability of hazard 

(landslide) in a given time period (usu. annually), is a more complicated and uncertain part 

of the risk assessment.  
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METHODS OF PROBABILITY ASSESSMENT  

Methods of probability assessment can generally be classified to three categories: 

1) Classical (Frequentist) Statistical Methods: Classical (frequentist) statistical 

methods of probability assessment rely on historical data. Frequentist statistics 

is type of inference where model parameters are drawn from sample data, and 

the probabilities are calculated from the model, considering the frequency and 

proportion of data, and based on the repeatability of the events. Frequentist 

statistics focuses only on the likelihood of data given a state of nature 

2) Bayesian Approach: Bayesian updating method is a type of statistical 

inference where first a prior distribution is assumed for the model parameters, 

and then Bayes’ theorem is used to update the probabilities of a hypothesis by 

the data obtained (Figure 2. 2). The prior probabilities used in Bayesian analysis 

can be assumed based on the existing knowledge, past experience, or experts’ 

judgement.   

 

 
Figure 2. 2. Illustration of frequentist statistics (a) vs Bayesian updating (b) 
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CLASSICAL (FREQUENTIST) STATISTICAL METHOD  

Frequentist statistics focuses only on the likelihood of information for a given state 

of nature. Therefore, this approach is mathematically tractable since the sample space is 

well-defined. Frequentist statistics uses sample data to evaluate model parameters and 

therefore the probabilities. The underlying assumption in frequentist method is that the 

events are repeatable and the sample data (or historical data) are reliable and they represent 

the population (or future events) statistical characteristics. Therefore, based on the 

frequency and proportion of events based on the data, future patterns of events can be 

predicted.  

Common Likelihood Functions 

Natural hazards, such as landslides, earthquakes, storms, and etc., are usually 

assumed to follow Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process or renewal process and are 

modeled by binomial, multinomial, or Poisson distribution function. These probability 

models are commonly used since they consider the chance of occurrence of the events 

related to a phenomenon which is repeatable and have a constant mean rate of occurrence 

through a given period of time.  

A) Bernoulli Sequence, Binomial Distribution, and Geometric Distribution: 

Assumptions:  

1) Two possibilities in each trial (success or fail).  

2) Probability of success in each trial is a constant.  

3) Occurrences between trials are statistically independent. 

Binomial Distribution: the probability that certain number of occurrences (X) take 

place in n trials can be found by following probability distribution, where p is the 

probability of occurrence in a given trial.  

$%& = '|�, )) = *!
,!%*-,)! 	),	%1 − ))*-,				; 		' = 0,1, … , �      ( 2) 
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The mean or expected value of X, E(X), and the variance of X, Var(X), are 

obtained as follows: 

1%&) = �); 										"��%&) = �)%1 − ))           ( 3) 

 

 

 
Figure 2. 3.Binomial Probability Distribution, (for p=0.6, n=10). 

B) Poisson Process, Poisson Distribution, and Exponential Distribution: 

Assumptions: (continuous process) 

1) Event can occur at random at any point in time or space. 

2) Occurrence of an event in a given interval is independent of occurrences in any 

other non-overlapping intervals. 

3) Probability of occurrence in a given interval is proportional to interval length. 
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Poisson Process is Bernoulli Sequence at Limit as n → ∞  

Poisson distribution: the probability that certain number of occurrences (X) 

take place in time or space (t) can be found by following probability 

distribution, where ν  is average occurrence rate. 

$%& = '|�, �) = %23)4
,! �-23	; 							' = 0,1, ….	         ( 4) 

 �5�:				�7%') = ∑ %23)9
:! �-23,:;<            ( 5)   

The mean or expected value of X, E(X), and the variance of X, Var(X), are 

obtained as follows: 

1%&) = ��				; 						"��%&) = ��	              ( 6) 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 4. Poisson Probability Distribution (for ν=0.01, t=100) 
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MODELING RECURRENCE TIME OF EVENTS 

Recurrence of natural hazard events, such as earthquake, has been commonly 

modeled by Poisson process. Poisson model is mathematically simple, has a broad 

acceptance, and was successfully verified by observations. However, in Poisson process, 

it is assumed that the events are stationary, i.e. the model is memoryless since it involves a 

single constant arrival rate through the whole time period.  

Cornell and Winterstein (1988) used Weibull random variable to model the 

recurrence time of characteristic earthquake events. Weibull probability distribution 

function is a more general form of exponential probability distribution function (or Poisson 

process), having a second parameter to account for non-stationary properties.  

A general Weibull random variable is expressed as: = �	1= , where E is an 

exponential random variable with unit mean, E(E)=1; and c and m are parameters to scale 

and shape the distribution. Because the mean value for 1=  is m!, c is obtained as:		� =
>%?)
=!  . The value of m is determined by following equation (Cornell & Winterstein, 1988), 

where "? is the coefficient of variation of W, (i.e. �. �. � = @A>%?)). 
%"?)B = %B=)!%=!)C-D                  ( 7) 

The equation above only determines m implicitly, therefore, a simple 

approximation is used (equation (2)), which is valid for coefficient of variation ranging 

between 0 to 1, that is a practically suitable range (e.g. in the case of earthquakes).  

� ≈ "F										���		0 ≤ "F ≤ 1         ( 8) 

This approximation is clearly exact in the limits of this range: 

choosing			� = 1		 ∴ 		exponential	variable	with	"F = � = 1		 
choosing			� = 0		 ∴ 		deterministic	value	\ = �		 ∴ 	"F = 0		 
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Since for an exponential random variable, the probability of exceedance is: 

$]1 ^ '_ = exp%−') ; therefore, for a Weibull random variable, the cumulative 

probability distribution function is: 

�5�:	�?%`) = $]\ a `_ = $ b1 a cFde
fgh = 1 − expi− cFde

fgj                 ( 9) 

 

 
Figure 2. 5. Weibull Probability Distributions  
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Magnitude-Frequency Relationship 

In landslide risk assessment, researchers have used a method similar to the one used 

for quantifying annual probability of other natural hazards (e.g. earthquake). This method 

involves using historical data of landslides that have occurred in a certain region to assess 

the probability of landslide of a given magnitude or volume. Similar to earthquake hazard 

assessment, some researchers (e.g. Hungr, et al. (1999), Dai, et al. (2001), and Guzzetti, et 

al. (2002)) tried to find a magnitude-frequency relationship based on regional landslide 

data. Most of these researchers proposed a power-law correlation between landslide annual 

cumulative frequency and its volume. The relationship turns into a line in a log-log space. 

Some stated that this might have been inspired by the Gutenberg-Richter law which offers 

a linear relationship between log of cumulative frequency and magnitude of the earthquake 

(which is actually in log-scale, since it varies by orders of magnitude). An example of such 

relationship is shown in Figure 2. 6 and Figure 2. 7.  
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Figure 2. 6.Volume-annual probability of exceedance relationship (in log-log space) in 
Møre & Romsdal County, Storfjorden, W. Norway, based on historical data 

of events during past 10000 years in the area (Graph from Eidsvig, et al, 
(2011), Data from Blikra, et al, (2006)). 

 
Figure 2. 7. Power-law representation of Figure 2. 6, (Data from Blikra, et al, (2006)). 
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BAYESIAN UPDATING METHOD 

Consider n events, namely 1D, 1B, . . . , 1*,	which are mutually exclusive (i.e. 1D ∩
	1B = 1B ∩ 1l =. . . = 1*-D ∩	1* = ∅),	and collectively exhaustive (i.e. 1D ∪	1B ∪	. . .∪
	1* = o). If A is an event in the same sample space S, the probability of occurrence of 

event A is a function of conditional probabilities of A given occurrence of event 1D	��	1*.	 
Such relationship is called “theorem of total probability” and is written as in equation (1): 

$%p) = $%p|1D)$%1D) + $%p|1B)$%1B) +⋯+ $%p|1*)$%1*)       ( 10) 

On the other hand, we may be interested in the probability of particular event 1s 
given the occurrence of A. In other words, we are interested in the “inverse” probability 

which can be obtained by the “Bayes’ Theorem” as in equation (2): 

P%1s|p) = uvpw1sx∗u%>z)u%{) = uvpw1sx∗u%>z)∑ ucp|1}e∗uv>~x�~�f         ( 11) 

The Bayes’ Theorem is useful and practical tool in updating calculated probabilities 

as additional data or information become available. 

In engineering, we often need to use any available information to construct a basis 

for decision making. This may include observed data, information derived by theoretical 

models, and expert judgements based on experience. Moreover, the available information 

may need to be updated as new information or data are obtained. In the engineering cases, 

the available information is often in statistical form or contains variability, therefore the 

proper tool for combining and updating the available information is provided by the 

Bayesian approach.  

There are two types of uncertainties, the aleatory uncertainty which is associated 

with the inherent randomness and variability in the information, and the epistemic 

uncertainty which is associated with the imperfections in our knowledge or ability to make 

predictions. The Bayesian approach can deal with these uncertainties in two ways: 1) to 
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systematically update the existing aleatory and epistemic uncertainties as additional 

information for each type of uncertainties becomes available; and 2) to provide an 

alternative basis to combine the two types of uncertainties for the purpose of decision 

making or formulating bases for design (Ang and Tang, 1984 and 2007). 

Bayesian approach has a significant application in engineering design when the 

available data is limited and either subjective judgement or additional data is used to update 

the prior estimations. In the case of parameter estimation, we might have some prior 

knowledge (e.g. from past experience) of possible values or range of values of a parameter. 

Moreover, we might have some judgement on the values that are more likely than others.  

For example, assuming that possible values of model parameter � can be a set of 

discrete values �s 	, � = 1,2, … , �, with the prior probabilities $s = $%� = �s), where the 

model parameter is represented by random variable �. When additional information 

becomes available, e.g. through experiment or new observations, the updated or posterior 

probabilities can be obtained through the Bayes’ theorem (equation (3)): 

$�%� = �s|��	) = uc��	|� = �se∗u%�;�z)
u%���) = uc��	|� = �se∗u%�;�z)	

∑ uc��	|� = �}e∗uv�;�~x9~�f 				� = 1,2, … , �    ( 12) 

where � = �s is a possible value for the model parameter; ��		is a set of additional 

information or observation data; $%� = �s) is the prior probability of model parameter; 

$%��|� = �s) is the likelihood of observation data given the model parameter � = �s ; and  

$%��) is the total probability of this set of information, found by total probability theorem 

as shown in the denominator of equation (3).  

BAYESIAN APPROACH COMPARED TO FREQUENTIST STATISTICS 

Significant application of Bayesian approach in engineering design is highlighted 

when the available data is limited. In such cases, the prior estimations might need expert 

judgement or additional data is required to be assessed. In the cases where additional data 
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or information become available, prior hypothesis or prior estimations can be updated 

through the Bayes’ rule. Moreover, the credibility and admissibility of different models or 

experiments can be assessed by using Bayesian approach.  

Unlike frequentist statistics, in Bayesian approach, the hypotheses are tested and 

the probabilities of hypotheses are updated by using any new piece of information. In the 

Bayesian approach, the concept of prior probabilities, likelihood, posterior probabilities, 

and value of information are introduced and they have a significant application in the 

decision analysis.  

In frequentist statistics, confidence intervals are used to show how confident one 

can be about the estimate of a parameter. Many people think the confidence interval, e.g. 

����]�, �_ for the parameter M, means that they can be 95% sure that the true value of M 

falls within the range [a,b]. However, this is a common misconception about the confidence 

interval. The CI only tells us that if we draw samples of this size, i.e. the sample size we 

used in the current analysis, several times, then the real value of M will fall within the range 

[a,b] in 95% of the cases. On the other hand, in Bayesian statistics, the credibility interval 

will be used instead of confidence interval. In the case of credibility interval of [c,d], we 

can be 95% sure that the value of M falls in the range of [c,d].  

In the Bayesian approach, it is important to use a suitable prior sample space as a 

starting point. There are several approaches for establishing prior sample space in Bayesian 

analysis. Depending to whether subjective or objective statistical methods are used to 

establish prior, Bayesian inference can be considered as subjective Bayesian method or 

objective Bayesian method, respectively. 
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DIFFERENT APPROACHES TO ESTABLISH PRIOR IN BAYESIAN ANALYSIS 

It is important to use a suitable prior sample space in the Bayesian approach. The 

prior sample space has a significant effect on updated probability distribution, especially 

in the case of rare or limited data. This issue is discussed in more details in the next chapter.  

There are three schools of thoughts on how to establish non-informative prior 

probabilities in Bayes’ Theorem: 

1) Non-Bayesian or frequentist approach, which states prior probabilities 

cannot be established in a rational and defensible way, therefore, Bayes’ 

theorem is not used in this approach. 

Limitation: This approach focuses only on likelihood of information for a given 

state of nature. Although mathematically tractable because of well-defined 

sample space, this perspective is of limited value in decision making where one 

is more interested in the probability of a possible state given the available 

information, i.e. the inverse probability.  

2) Approach based on Principle of Insufficient Reasoning, which states that 

there is an objective means to explicitly establish non-informative prior 

probabilities. This principle which is attributed to Bernoulli (1738) states that 

“if one is completely ignorant as to which state will occur, then the states should 

be treated as if they are equally probable”. This mathematically means the prior 

probabilities are equal for all states, and consequently, the conditional 

probability for each state given available information is proportional to the 

information likelihood. Applying this principle maximizes the entropy of 

information, which represents the greatest “lack of information” (Jaynes, 1957 

and 1968).  
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Limitation: Despite mathematical convenience, this principal has been 

criticized for being unsound. Keynes (1921) believes that this principle is 

ambiguous and can lead to paradoxical or contradictory conclusions. He stated 

that the principle can only be applied to set of events that are mutually exclusive 

and collectively exhaustive, if the evidence for inclusion of each event is the 

same or symmetrical among all possible events. Moreover, the principle cannot 

be applied to a set of events when the individual events can be divided further 

into different or indefinite number of mutually exclusive subevents.  Luce and 

Raiffa (1957); and Journel & Deutsch (1993) criticized the Principle of 

Insufficient Reason for producing irrational results.  

3)  Approach using subjective prior probabilities, which states that the case of 

“complete ignorance” is not a practical concern, and that there’s always some 

information about true states available to assign prior probabilities when 

making decision (Luce and Raiffa, 1957). This approach eliminates the need 

for an initial sample space in Bayes’ Theorem. In this approach, the updated 

probabilities are assigned based on subjective information. 

Limitation: In this approach, the available information mentioned above is 

actually “vague and partial”, and therefore working with such information in 

practice is difficult. It is “vague”, since instead of casting the problem in terms 

of Bayes theorem where the information is included in likelihood function, it 

jumps directly to posterior probability which implies defining a likelihood and 

prior probability which is not transparent. It is also “partial” since it 

incorporates more information that what actually is available, since in most 

practical problems there are many states of nature and rarely “enough” 

information to assess probabilities. 
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COMMON APPLICATIONS OF BAYESIAN APPROACH IN LANDSLIDE PROBLEMS 

Most of the literature about application of Bayesian approach in the analysis of 

landslide problems includes very recent research and publications. Bayesian approach is 

getting popular as a potentially powerful approach in this field. According to the existing 

literature, the common applications of Bayesian approach in landslide problems can be 

classified to the following groups:  

A) Applications in landslide risk assessment approaches, such as:  

1) Using Bayesian network in mapping landslide susceptibility (e.g. Sujatha et 

al. (2014); Tingyao & Dinglong (2013); Ozdemir (2011), and others);  

2) Using Bayesian approach for landslide identification from satellite images 

(e.g. Madalasa et al. (2018));  

3) Determining and updating probabilistic thresholds for rainfall, soil/rock 

movement, or other landslide-triggering effects (e.g. Berti et al. (2012); and 

many other researchers);  

B) Applications in landslide risk management decision analyses. 

More recent risk assessment methodologies include Bayesian Networks (BN) 

(Einstein and Sousa 2007; Medina-Cetina and Nadim 2008), which allow to represent 

multiple events based on causal relationships such as the coupling of multi-hazard 

processes (e.g. tsunamigenic rockslide), and to incorporate different information sources 

at the time (i.e. monitoring data, theoretical modelling and experts’ beliefs). 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, background information about landslide risk, and assessment and 

management of this risk is presented. Different methods of assessing probabilities are 

classified. Frequentist statistics and Bayesian updating method are discussed and 

compared. It is discussed that frequentist statistics is based on the data and only focuses on 
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likelihood of information. Common likelihood functions and magnitude-frequency 

relationships which are used in classical methods are discussed.   
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Chapter 3:  Limitations of Existing Methods of Probability Assessment 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapter, the methods of probabilistic assessment were classified to 

three main groups: classical (frequentist) statistical methods, subjective methods, and 

objective methods. Classical (frequentist) statistical methods rely on sample data or 

historical data, they focus on likelihood of information or data, and they derive magnitude-

frequency relationships based on the available data to predict the future. 

In this chapter, some of shortcomings of existing methods of probability 

assessment, likelihood function formulation, and prior probabilities establishment are 

discussed.  

LIMITATIONS OF COMMON FORMULATIONS OF LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION 

Natural hazards, such as landslides, earthquakes, storms, and etc., are usually 

assumed to follow Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process and are modeled by binomial, 

multinomial, or Poisson distribution function. These probability models are applicable 

since they consider the chance of occurrence of the events related to a phenomenon which 

is repeatable through a given time period.  

Although the assumption that events follow Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process 

makes the problem mathematically easier to be solved, this assumption may not be 

necessarily valid and true according to the nature of the problem. 

The fundamental assumption to derive the probability distributions in Bernoulli 

sequence or Poisson process is that the events are statistically independent. However, in 

case of landslides, it is observed that some small landslides can trigger larger slides, in the 

same area, by destabilizing the slope. Larger landslides, on the other hand, might flatten 

the slope and delay next slides. Therefore, the assumption that events are statistically 

independent is not necessarily true. A same statement can be true in the case of earthquakes, 
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as some earthquakes and seismic activities in a fault can trigger future activities in the same 

or adjacent faults.   

The second assumption in Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process is that the mean 

frequency or rate of occurrence of events is constant throughout time. This assumption is 

not necessarily true. For example, in case of Oso landslide, as will be described in detail in 

chapter 5, the environmental conditions had changed throughout years and decades. 

Therefore, the pattern and frequency of events are changed through time.  

On the other hand, the classical method for risk assessment of landslide (or other 

natural hazards) involves using magnitude-frequency relationships obtained from 

historical data of events. Despite the convenient use of magnitude-frequency relationships, 

their reliability is questionable. The main assumption of this method is that the relationship 

between magnitude and frequency of future events follows the same trend and the same 

relationship obtained from past events. This method implies considering that pattern of 

events does not change throughout time. However, some extreme events (e.g. Oso 2014 

landslide), might happen in the future while they were not observed or experienced before, 

therefore they might invalidate the historical data. Moreover, it is difficult to assume an 

event is similar to past events, since the nature of landslide phenomena, its triggers, and 

consequences are variable, case by case. Additionally, two locations might not be similar 

or comparable from geological and geomechanical point of view. Thus, using the historical 

data and extending past knowledge to predict a future landslide event is not completely 

applicable and reliable. Another shortcoming of relying only on the magnitude-frequency 

relationship is that such relationships are often obtained from a set of limited observation 

data, including mainly the data from events of small or medium magnitude. Therefore, 

extrapolation of this relationship for very large events is not reliable. However, these large 

and extreme events are of significant effect in risk management decision analyses.  
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Subjective probability assessment method, on the other hand, has also some 

limitations. One of the limitations is that subjective methods assume more information than 

what actually is available. In practical problems, often there are many states of nature and 

rarely enough information to assess the probabilities, leading therefore to incorporating 

more information than what is actually available into assessing probabilities. One example 

of these over-specifications is assuming mathematically convenient models for marginal 

and joint probability distributions that implicitly define probabilities at the extremes (the 

tails) where little or no information is available. Another example of common over-

specifications is assuming stationarity of events (joint probability distributions depend on 

the relative distance between variables rather than the absolute location) or stationarity of 

first and second moments while neglecting higher-order relationships between variables.  

Extreme events (i.e. events beyond our range of experience) are introduced in 

chapter 1. It was mentioned that our knowledge is fragile due to limitation of our learning 

by observations and experience. Classical (frequentist) statistical approaches which are 

based on historical data, do not account for extreme events, nor do they account for data 

irrelevancy and nonstationary process. On the other hand, objective Bayesian updating 

method can be the proper approach in the context of decision analysis for natural hazard 

risk assessment and management, since it can account for extreme events. In objective 

Bayesian analysis, first, an objective prior sample space is considered as a hypothesis then 

the probabilities are updated by the data from latest observations. This gives the Bayesian 

approach the ability to consider extreme events and data irrelevancy. 

In terms of estimation of the parameters, which is an essential topic, classical 

statistical approach introduces methods of point and interval estimations of the parameters 

of given probability distributions. Such an approach assumes that the parameters are 

constants but unknown, and that the sample statistics are used as estimators of these 
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parameters. Therefore, the errors of estimation are unavoidable and the confidence interval 

is used to express the degrees of these errors. Accurate estimates require large amounts of 

data. In the case of limited observed data, estimates have to be supplemented by other types 

of information, e.g. judgmental information. In classical statistical approach, there is no 

provision for incorporating other information with the observed data in the estimation of 

parameters.  

On the other hand, in the Bayesian approach, the unknown parameters of a 

distribution are assumed (or modeled) also as random variables. Therefore, all sources of 

uncertainties associated with the estimation of parameters are combined through the total 

probability theorem. With this approach, subjective judgments based on intuition, 

experience, or indirect information are incorporated systematically with the observed data 

through the Bayes’ Theorem.  

FORMULATING LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION TO ACCOUNT FOR CORRELATION OF EVENTS 

In formulating the likelihood function, one should be careful that the information 

used to form the likelihood is not more than the information that actually exist. In other 

words, no additional assumptions should be used. 

Application of Bernoulli Sequence or multinomial distribution to the landslide 

problem makes the problem mathematically easier. However, it means adding an 

assumption to the problem _ that events are statically independent. This assumption is not 

necessarily true in the nature. Markov Chain model is developed to account for the 

correlation of events, and also change in probabilities with respect to time or space. In most 

of the analyses of this research, Markov Chain model is used to make the probability 

assessment more realistic. 
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MODELING RECURRENCE TIME OF EVENTS 

Recurrence of natural hazard events, such as earthquake or landslides, has been 

commonly modeled by Poisson process. Poisson model is mathematically simple, has a 

broad acceptance, and was successfully verified by observations. However, in Poisson 

process, it is assumed that the events are stationary, i.e. the model is memoryless since it 

involves a single constant arrival rate through the whole time period.  

Using probability models that account for the renewal process of event (e.g. 

Weibull random variable to model the recurrence time of characteristic events) will be 

more rational and realistic than Poisson model. Weibull probability distribution function is 

a more general form of exponential probability distribution function (or Poisson process), 

having a second parameter to account for non-stationary properties.  

In addition, the likelihood function should be formulated so that it does not include 

information more than what really is available.  Using probability models that account for 

the renewal process of event, or accounts for the facts that events are non-stationary and 

correlated, has a greater advantage toward proper assessment of probabilities. Accounting 

for in-completeness and irrelevancy of data is also necessary to be considered in the 

formulation of likelihood function. 
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OTHER METHODS OF ACCOUNTING FOR NONSTATIONARY EVENTS 

Historical data of landslides in Oso area is not completely relevant to the future 

events. The mean occurrence rate of landslide events changes through time. Small slides 

destabilize slope and trigger larger slides soon after smaller ones. Large slides change the 

geometry, flatten and stabilize the slope for a while, and therefore delay the future events. 

Therefore, events occur through time as cluster of smaller events leading to a major event 

and followed by a time period of no events.   

Nonstationary Poisson process is used to account for varying mean occurrence rate 

through time.  

$%&%�B) − &%�D) = �|�%�), �) = c� 2%�)���C�f eg
=! exp	%−� �%�)��3C3f )        ( 13) 

Where m is the number of occurrence of events in the time interval ]�D, �B_; and 

�%�) is the nonstationary mean occurrence rate of events.  

The cumulative probability distribution for recurrence time (T) is therefore 

obtained as follows: 

��%�) = 1 − exp c−� �%�)��3< e 						� ≥ 0           ( 14) 

The mean-occurrence-rate function �̅%�) is therefore obtained as: 

�̅%�) = �
�3 �� �%�)��3< � = �

�3 �lnv1 − ��%�)x�											� ≥ 0           ( 15) 

∴ 								 �̅%�) = ��%3)D-��%3) 														� ≥ 0          ( 16) 

Where ��%�) is probability distribution function for recurrence time. 

If mean-occurrence-rate function is defined as �̅%�) = :
F % 3F):-D then cumulative 

probability distribution for recurrence time follows Weibull distribution: ��%�) = 1 −
exp �−c 3Fe:�. 

Alternatively, mean-occurrence-rate function, �̅%�), can be defined as a U-function, 

based on the fact that events occur as clusters through time, (i.e. decreasing, constant, 

increasing mean occurrence rate) as suggested by Hong and Guo (1995). Such function 
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represents cluster of smaller events in shorter time period, leading to a major event, and 

followed by a time period of no events (Error! Reference source not found.). A 

continuous U function can be chosen as a hyperbolic cosine function: 

�̅%�) = �� cosh%�� − �)                     ( 17) 

To find the a, b, and c parameters in equation (5), a line will be fitted to the historical 

data of  lnv1 − ��%�)x vs time, (based on equation (3) and (5)).  

 

 

Figure 3. 1. Mean-occurrence-rate function �̅%�) can be defined as a U-function 
(decreasing, constant, increasing) to represent cluster events (Hong & Guo, 

1995). 
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SIGNIFICANCE OF PRIOR PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION IN BAYESIAN ANALYSIS 

In the Bayesian approach, it is important to use a suitable and objective prior sample 

space. The prior sample space has a significant effect on updated probability distribution, 

especially in the case of rare or limited data. This issue is demonstrated by an example in 

this section. 

The updated probability distributions and updated estimates from Bayesian analysis 

depend on the prior probability distributions used in the analysis, especially in the case of 

limited data. Therefore, the important question in Bayesian analysis is what prior sample 

space to use. The example presented in the next section demonstrate the significance of 

prior probabilities in the Bayesian analysis.  

As discussed in chapter 2, existing methods to establish prior probabilities have 

several limitations. Therefore, in this chapter, a new framework, Decision Entropy Theory, 

is introduced to address these issues. 

The differences between results of various prior sample spaces used in Bayesian 

analysis matters most when there is limited or no data available. In such cases, the only 

existing tool is the prior probabilities and it is necessary to choose them wisely. On the 

other hand, when there is abundant data, likelihood works as a powerful filter and different 

prior probability models lead to similar results. 

EXAMPLE 1: DEMONSTRATION OF THE SIGNIFICANCE OF PRIOR SAMPLE SPACE IN 

DECISION ANALYSIS 

Example 1: To demonstrate the significance of prior probabilities, consider 

assessing the annual frequency (ν) that landslide size exceeds a large characteristic volume 

based on some historical data. Assuming that the exceedances of landslide volume follows 

a Poisson process, then the likelihood of no exceedance in 120 years, based on equation 

(1), is shown as a function of mean rate of occurrence (ν) in Figure 3. 2. 
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$%��	�'��������	��	120	 ����� � �-23 � �-2!DB<    (18) 

 

 
Figure 3. 2. Likelihood function for no occurrence in 120 years. 

The important question in Bayesian analysis is what prior sample space probability 

to use. As a starting point, three different prior probability distributions for mean 

occurrence rate are assumed in this section, to demonstrate the effect of prior probability 

on the posterior probabilities and the final decision. The prior probability distributions 

assumed here are: 1) uniform distribution for mean occurrence rate (ν), 2) uniform 

distribution for log (ν), and 3) uniform distribution for return period (T=1/ ν) as in Figure 

3. 3. The resulting posterior probability distribution functions from Bayesian analysis using 

these prior probability distributions are shown in Figure 3. 4.  
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Figure 3. 3. Three different prior probability distributions assumed for mean occurrence 

rate. 

 
Figure 3. 4. Posterior cumulative distributions for mean occurrence rate, given no 

occurrence in 120 years 

As shown in Figure 3. 4, the posterior probability distribution completely follows 

the shape of prior distribution in each case. In case of limited data, the effect of prior sample 

space is significant. As shown in the figure, the effect of various prior probability models 
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is significant esp. in smaller mean occurrence rates (i.e. frequencies). Therefore, different 

decisions might be resulted from these three posterior probability distributions. This range 

of small frequencies has a significant impact on the risk management decision analysis, 

considering the fact that this research attempts to address these types of rare events which 

can completely change the assumptions made based on historical data. 

There is no theoretical, consistent and rational basis that which one of the assumed 

prior probability distributions in Figure 3. 3 is the true assumption for the problem. 

Different approaches have been used for selecting prior sample space in Bayesian analysis. 

These approaches are discussed in the next section. 

Regarding the Example 1 presented above, based on the approach used by 

information theorists, such as Jaynes (1957), a uniform distribution for �	maximizes the 

entropy for this variable, however, they have not addressed the reason we need to maximize 

the entropy of � rather than	log%��, while the probability of no exceedance in an interval t 

is �-23 and the mean occurrence rate varies over many orders of magnitude. On the other 

hand, according to Bayesian decision analysts, such as Luce and Raifa (1957), there is 

always some information, so the starting point in Bayes’ Theorem is a subjective prior 

probability distribution that implicitly contains some information. However, they haven’t 

addressed that our information is limited and may inadvertently neglect the Black Swan. 

Classical statisticians, such as Fisher (1935), argue that there is no defensible non-

informative prior, and therefore, the Bayes’ Theorem is not of practical use, and we can 

only establish the likelihood function and not the updated probabilities.  

In the next chapter, a new framework, Decision Entropy Theory, is introduced to 

establish non-informative prior probabilities to be used in Bayesian analysis. It is explained 

how the problems with the approaches described above is eliminated in the new 

framework.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

It is discussed that classical statistical approaches are not able to account for 

extreme uncertainties in the natural hazard risk assessment and management; since these 

methods are based on extrapolation from historical data, while the past data might not be 

completely reliable and representative of future events. An example Bayesian analysis with 

limited is included to demonstrate that the prior sample space has a significant effect on 

updated probabilities and the final design decision. 
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Chapter 4:  Methodology 

INTRODUCTION 

In the previous chapters, the methods of probabilistic assessment were discussed. 

Classical (frequentist) statistical methods rely on sample data or historical data, they mainly 

focus on likelihood of data, while in Bayesian approach prior probabilities are assumed 

and are then updated by the likelihood of available information. Some of shortcomings of 

existing methods of probability assessment, likelihood function formulation, and prior 

probabilities establishment are discussed in last chapter.  

In this chapter, new decision-based framework to establish prior probabilities is 

introduced and described. The objective of this chapter is to introduce a rational and 

defensible framework to establish prior probabilities, while extreme uncertainties and data 

irrelevancy are taken into consideration. In addition, the application of this framework in 

the risk management problems will be demonstrated in several examples in this chapter.  

Before introducing the new framework, some background information about 

information theory and the concept of entropy in this context is presented in the next 

sections.  

INFORMATION THEORY  

Information theory studies the quantification, storage, and communication of 

information, (Wikipedia). Claude E. Shannon in his famous paper, (Shannon, 1948), 

entitled “The Mathematical Theory of Communication”, first introduced information 

theory and some fundamental concepts which have still been used in this context. Before 

him, Harry Nyquist and Ralph Hartley developed some information theoretic ideas as 

electrical engineers in Bell Laboratories, like him. Shannon (1948) mentioned Nyquist’s 
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(1924) paper and Hartley’s (1928) paper as the basis for his development of information 

theory.  

Nyquist’s (1924) paper contains theoretical section in which the “intelligence” and 

the “line speed” (i.e. the speed of transmission of information through telegraph lines or a 

communication system) can be quantified, introducing the relation: \ � ¡. log�; where 

W is the speed of transmission of intelligence, K is a constant, and m is the number of 

different voltage levels to choose from at each time step.  

Hartley (1928) in his paper on transmission of information, uses the word 

“information” as a measurable quantity, reflecting the receiver’s ability to understand the 

massage or distinguish between one sequence of symbols and any other. He quantified 

information as: 

 � log o* � � log o       (19) 

where n is the number of different symbols in a transmission, and S is the number of 

possible symbols. Therefore, the unit of measurement of information was decimal digits 

which was called “hartley” in his honor. 

Shannon in his landmark paper (Shannon, 1948), defined the problem of 

information theory as: 

“the fundamental problem of communication is that of reporting at one 

point, either exactly or approximately, a message selected at another 

point”. 

In Shannon (1948) paper, some fundamental concepts were introduced, including: the 

“information theory” and the “redundancy” of source; the “mutual information” and the 

“channel capacity” of a noisy channel; and the “bit” (i.e. binary digit) as a unit of 

measurement of information. Bit is also called “Shannon” in his honor. 
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ENTROPY IN THE CONTEXT OF INFORMATION THEORY 

Much of the mathematics behind the information theory with events of different 

probabilities were developed for the field of thermodynamics by Ludwig Boltzman and J. 

Willard Gibbs (Wikipedia). Rolf Landauer in l960s had a significant contribution of the 

connection of information-theoretic entropy and thermodynamic entropy.  

The entropy  7 of a discrete random variable X, is a measure of the amount of 

uncertainty associated with the value of X when only its distribution is known. Shannon 

entropy of an information source, as the following equation, in the unit of bits (per symbol). 

 � −∑ )s. logB )ss        (20) 

where )s is the probability of occurrence of the i-th possible value of the source symbol. 

This equation gives the entropy in the units of "bits" (per symbol) because it uses a 

logarithm of base 2. 

The entropy of a source that emits a sequence of N symbols that are independent 

and identically distributed, is ¢.  bits (per message of N symbols). If the source data 

symbols are identically distributed but not independent, the entropy of a massage of length 

N will be less than ¢. . 

� If one transmits 1000 bits (0s and 1s), and the value of each of these bits is 

known to the receiver (i.e. has a specific value with certainty) ahead of 

transmission, it is clear that no information is transmitted. 

� If, however, each bit is independently equally likely to be 0 or 1, then 1000 

bits of information have been transmitted. 

Between these two extremes (mentioned above), information can be quantified as 

follows: if £ � {'D, … , '*}  is set of all messages that X could be, and )%'� is the 

probability that X is equal to ' ∈ £, then he entropy of X is defined as: 

 %&� � 17[�%'�] � −∑ )%'�. ln )%'�,∈£          (21) 
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Where 17% � is the expected value of the variable, and I(x) is the self-information. In 

information theory, self-information, information content, or surprisal of a random 

variable or signal is the amount of information gained when it is sampled. Formally, 

information content is a random variable defined for any event in probability theory 

regardless of whether a random variable is being measured or not. 

For a continuous random variable the entropy is defined as: 

 %&� � 17[�%'�] � −� �7%'�.§¨-¨ ln[�7%'�]	�'      (22) 

An interesting property of entropy is that it is maximized when all the messages 

in the message space (or all the event is the sample space of events) are equally probable: 

%'� � 1/� ; which represents the most unpredictable or  highest surprisal, in which: 

 =©,%&� � ln �	       (23) 

A simple illustration of the concept of entropy is presented in Figure 4. 1. 

Entropy of States 

Entropy is a measure of the number of combinations for N events (or possible 

outcomes) divided amongst n possible states: 

¢ª����	��	������������	���	¢	�ª������	��	�	������ � %¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*�!¢D! ¢B! …¢*!  

(24) 

Taking natural logarithm for the number of combinations simplifies the equation: 

�� b%¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*�!¢D! ¢B! …¢*! h
� ��[%¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*�!] − ��[¢D!] − ��[¢B!] − ⋯− ��[¢*!] 

(25) 

where ¢s is the number of outcomes in state i. This equation can be simplified further using 

Stirling’s approximation, ��[¢!] � ¢��%¢� − ¢ for large values of N: 
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Figure 4. 1. Illustration of concept of entropy and maximum entropy 

 %&� � −[0.25 ln%0.25� + 0.25 ln%0.25�+ 0.25 ln%0.25� + 0.25 ln%0.25�]� 1.386 

 %&� � −[0.4 ln%0.4� + 0.3 ln%0.3� + 0.2 ln%0.2�+ 0.1 ln%0.1�] � 1.279 

 %&� � −[0.4 ln%0.4� + 0.1 ln%0.1� + 0.1 ln%0.1�+ 0.4 ln%0.4�] � 1.193 

 %&� � −[1 ln%1�] � 0.0 
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��[¢ª����	��	������������	���	¢	�ª������	��	�	������]
� %¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*���%¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*� − %¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*�
− [¢D��%¢D� − ¢D] − [¢B��%¢B� − ¢B] − ⋯− [¢*��%¢*� − ¢*]
� −¢D�� � ¢D¢D +¢B +⋯+¢*� − ¢B�� �

¢B¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*� − ⋯
− ¢*�� � ¢*¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*� 

(26) 

Entropy of Information 

The entropy of information is the natural logarithm of the number of combinations 

normalized by the total number of outcomes: 

 %¢	�ª������	��	�	�������
� ��[¢ª����	��	������������	���	¢	�ª������	��	�	������]¢
� −�¢D¢ � �� �¢D¢ � − �¢B¢ � �� �¢B¢ � −⋯− �¢*¢ � �� �¢*¢ � 

(27) 

The number of outcomes in state i relative to the total number of events, 
²z² , is the 

probability that an outcome is in state i, )s � ²z² . Therefore, the entropy for n states is given 

by the following equation: 

 %�	������� � ��[¢ª����	��	������������	���	¢	�ª������	��	�	������]¢
� −)D��%)D� − )B��%)B� − ⋯− )*��%)*� � −³)s��%)s�

*

s;D
 

(28) 

The entropy is maximized when the probabilities for being in each possible state 

are equal, )D � )B � ⋯ � )*, and the maximum value of the entropy is equal to ��%��. 
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Relative Entropy 

The relative entropy is obtained by dividing the total number of combinations by 

the maximum number of combinations (that is, the maximum entropy):	
��������	¢ª����	��	������������	���	¢	�ª������	��	�	������

� ´
%¢D + ¢B +⋯+¢*�!¢D! ¢B! …¢*! µ

´ %¢�!{%¢ �⁄ �!}*µ
 

(29) 

Expressing the natural logarithm of the relative entropy using Stirling’s 

approximation yields: 

��[��������	¢ª����	��	������������	���	¢	�ª������	��	�	������]
� ·³−¢s�� �¢s¢�

*

s;D
¸ + [−¢��%��] 

(30) 

Therefore, the relative entropy of information is the entropy of information less the 

natural logarithm of the number of states: 

 ¹º»%�	������� � −∑ )s��%)s�*s;D − ��%��    (31) 

where the maximum possible value for  ¹º»%�	������� is equal to zero. The relative 

entropy of information is also known as the Kullback–Leibler divergence and can be 

expressed as the difference between the probability distribution represented by )s and the 

probability distribution with maximum entropy, ¼s � 1 �⁄ :  

 ¹º»%�	������� � −∑ )s��[)s %1 �⁄ �⁄ ]*s;D � −∑ )s��%�)s�*s;D            (32) 

Joint Entropy (or Entropy with Sub-States) 

Consider a set of 's;D	��	's;* primary states that can each be sub-divided into 

 s,};D	��	 s,};=z sub-states. The joint entropy of information for this system is given by: 

 %&, ½� � −∑ ∑ )7,¾v's,  }x���)7,¾v's,  }x�=z};D*s;D          (33) 
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Similarly, the conditional entropy for each set of sub-states is given by: 

 %½|'s� � −∑ )¾|7v }|'sx���)¾|7v }|'sx�=z};D             (34) 

 

The expected conditional entropy of sub-states over all possible primary states is 

given by: 

 %½|&� � −∑ ¿∑ )¾|7v }|'sx���)¾|7v }|'sx�=z};D À)7%'s�*s;D          (35) 

 Lastly, the joint entropy can be expressed in terms of the conditional entropy as 

follows: 

 %&, ½� �  %&� +  %½|&�        (36) 

where  %&� � −∑ )7%'s���[)7%'s�]*s;D  

The joint relative entropy of information is then given by: 

 ¹º»%&, ½� �  ¹º»%&� +  ¹º»%½|&�        (37) 

where 

 ¹º»%&� � −∑ )7%'s���[�)7%'s�]*s;D            (38) 

 

and 

 ¹º»%½|&� � −∑ ¿∑ )¾|7v }|'sx����s)¾|7v }|'sx�=z};D À)7%'s�*s;D           (39) 

Other Quantities of Information 

Other parameters of quantification of information include: 

1) Joint Entropy: joint entropy of two discrete and independent random 

variables X and Y is the sum of their individual entropy. 

 %&, ½� � 17,¾[�%',  �] � 17,¾[− log )%',  �] � −³)%',  �. log )%',  �
,,Á

 

(40) 
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2) Conditional Entropy: conditional entropy or conditional uncertainty of 

random variable X given random variable Y is defined as: 

 %&|½� � 1¾[ %&| �] � −³)% �
Á∈¾

³)%'| �. log )%'| �
,∈7

		 
																																																		� 	−∑ )%',  �. log )%'| �,,Á              (41) 

 %&|½� �  %&, ½� −  %½�                 (42) 

3) Mutual Information (trans-information): mutual information is used to 

measure the amount of information that can be obtained about one random 

variable by observing another. The mutual information of X relative to Y is 

defined as: 

�%&; ½� � 17,¾[o�%',  �] � −∑ )%',  �. log Â%,,Á�
Â%,�Â%Á�,,Á        (43) 

where SI (specific mutual information) is the pointwise mutual information. 

Therefore: 

�%&; ½� �  %&� −  %&|½�         (44) 

Mutual information is symmetric, i.e.: 

�%&; ½� � �%½; &� �  %&� +  %½� −  %&, ½�         (45) 

4) Kullback-Leibler Divergence (information gain): Kullback-Leibler 

divergence is a way of comparing two probability distributions: a ”true” 

probability distribution p(x) and an arbitrary probability distribution q(x): 

5ÃÄ%)%'�||¼%'�� �³−)%'�. log ¼%'�
,∈£

−³−)%'�. log )%'�
,∈£

	 
																													� ∑ )%'�. log Â%,�Å%,�,∈£                              (46) 

This parameter (5ÃÄ�	is sometimes used as distance metric but it is not a true 

metric since it is not symmetric and it does not satisfy the triangle inequality 

rule. Another interpretation of the KL divergence is the “unnecessary 
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surprise” introduced by a prior from the truth. The “wrong” prior can be 

quantified in terms of how high is the value of unnecessary surprise.  

In the next section, a new framework, Decision Entropy Theory, is introduced to 

establish non-informative prior probabilities to be used in Bayesian analysis.  

INTRODUCTION OF NEW FRAMEWORK: DECISION ENTROPY THEORY  

The objective of Decision Entropy Theory is to establish a non-informative prior 

sample space for the purpose of making decisions. Such sample space includes all 

possibilities and reflects non-informative probabilities. The desired characteristics for this 

non-informative sample space are that it be rational and logical, consistent, and incorporate 

the deterministic properties of a decision (the set of alternatives, possible outcomes and 

associated consequences) but no information about the probabilities of outcomes. The 

Theory of Decision Entropy is derived from three principles that describe a non-

informative sample space. 

Before explaining the theory, a short introduction on decision analysis and utility 

theory is presented in the next section. 

Decision Analysis and Utility Theory 

Making technical decisions is a significant part of engineering planning and design. 

In a decision analysis, all available alternatives are considered, the uncertainties, risk, costs 

or benefits associated with each alternative are taken into account. The decision is made 

based on the available information and predictions about the outcomes of decision 

alternatives. The criteria for optimal decision alternative would be defined (e.g. most 

monetary value or least cost, and etc.), and finally the optimum alternative is chosen based 

on the criteria. 
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There are risks associated with the uncertainties in the outcome of each alternative 

or any state of nature or process, therefore the risks need to be evaluated. Through 

probabilistic modeling and analysis, the uncertainties may be modelled and assessed 

properly, and their effects on the decision are taken to account systematically. The purpose 

of each technical decision analysis is to minimize the negative consequences. Therefore, 

the alternatives will be ranked based on their value and effectiveness in accomplishment 

of the objectives.  

In a technical decision making, there might be some non-technical factors that need 

to be considered, e.g. social preference and acceptance, environmental impact, or political 

restrictions. Additionally, there might be some consequences or outcomes that could not 

be easily quantified.  

One way to quantify the outcomes of decision alternatives is to use a consistent and 

well-defined utility function. Utility function is function of one or several different 

variables, or attributes, each accounting for a given aspect and quantifies the consequence 

related to that aspect. The decision maker may define the utility function in order to give 

him/her the ability to quantify the outcomes of decision alternatives and finally to rank the 

alternatives based on his/her criteria of acceptance and preference.   

Axioms of Utility Theory  

The following symbols introduce degrees of preference between alternatives: 

p ≻ Ç	 ∶ p	��	)��������	��	Ç 

p~Ç	 ∶ ������������	���`���	p	���	Ç 

p ≽ Ç	 ∶ p	��	)��������	��	�����	��	�ª�ℎ	��	Ç 
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Reframing Decision Analysis Theory 

The Theory of Decision Entropy is derived from classical Decision Analysis and 

Utility Theory. Consider the prior decision tree of Figure 4. 2, and the following notation 

will be used in the description of the theory: 

Ai is decision alternative i among �{ alternatives; 

�Ì: is a set of possible decision outcomes that affect the preference or utility 

associated with the decision alternatives amongst �� sets; 

ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x is the utility value that will be realized given that alternative ps 
has been selected; and 

$v�Ì:wps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx is the probability that decision outcome �Ì: will occur 

given that alternative ps has been selected and o*Í is the sample space (the 

subscript �{ is included with the sample space to denote that it is the sample 

space for making a decision between these �{ alternatives. 

 

 
Figure 4. 2. Prior decision tree 
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In accordance with Utility Theory, the selected alternative with the maximum 

expected utility value is the preferred alternative, i.e. if 1�vª|p} 	o������� ∩ o*Íx �
��'�1�vª|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx	���	���	��, then the alternative p} would be the preferred 

alternative. The expected utility value of an alternative is obtained as: 

1�vª|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx � ∑ ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x$v�Ì:wps	o������� ∩ o*ÍxÎÏÏ	ÐÑ        

(47) 

Multiple alternatives are preferred if they all have the same expected utility value equal to 

the maximum expected utility value. 

The maximum potential effect of information on the decision for each decision 

outcome is related to which alternative would be preferred if the �Ì: occurred or observed 

(Figure 4. 3): 

 
Figure 4. 3. Posterior Decision tree 

 

A quantitative measure of the maximum potential effect of information for each 

decision outcome is the difference between the utility value of selected alternative and 

the maximum utility value, as in equation (14) 

Observations      
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∆ªv�Ì: , p} 	o�������x � ªv�Ì:, p} 	o�������x − ��'�ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x	���	���	�� 
(48) 

We name  ∆ªv�Ì: , p} 	o�������x as the information potential, where: 

∆ªv�Ì:, p} 	o�������x � 0     if p} is the preferred alternative 

∆ªv�Ì:, p} 	o�������x < 0     if p} is not the preferred alternative 

Therefore, the information potential is less than or equal to zero. The more negative the 

value of ∆ªv�Ì: , p} 	o�������x, the greater the difference in utility values between the 

selected alternative and the preferred alternative for that decision outcome. 

According to the definition of information potential in equation (14), we can say 

that the alternative with the maximum expected value of the information potential is the 

preferred alternative; i.e. if 1�v∆ª|p}	o������� ∩ o*Íx � ��'�1�v∆ª|ps	o������� ∩
o*Íx	���	���	��, then p} would be the preferred alternative. The expected value of 

information potential od an alternative is obtained as: 

1�v∆ª|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx � ³ ∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x$v�Ì:|ps	o������� ∩ o*ÍxÎÏÏ	ÐÒ
 

(49) 

In addition, the value of perfect information (VPI) about �Ì given that alternative p} 
has been selected (Figure 4. 4) is equal to the negative of 1�v∆ª|p} 	o������� ∩ o*Íx: 

"$�	���ª�	�Ì	��	p} 	o������� � −1�v∆ª|p} 	o������� ∩ o*Íx �
∑ Ó��'�ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x	���	���	�� − ªv�Ì: , p} 	o�������xÔ$v�Ì:wp} 	o������� ∩ÎÏÏ	ÐÒ

o*Íx                         (50) 
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Figure 4. 4. Pre-Posterior Decision Tree for Perfect Information 

 

When information is available, represented by �Ì¹, the probabilities for different 

decision outcomes are updated through Bayes’ Theorem: 

$v�Ì:w�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx
� $v�Ì¹w�Ì: ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx ! $v�Ì:wps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx$v�Ì¹wps	o������� ∩ o*Íx  

(51) 

where 

$v�Ì¹wps	o������� ∩ o*Íx� ³ $v�Ì¹w�Ì: ∩ ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx ! $v�Ì:wps	o������� ∩ o*ÍxÎÏÏ	ÐÒ
 

(52) 

Again, the selected alternative with the maximum expected value for the 

information potential is the preferred alternative, i.e. if  1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ p} 	o������� ∩ o*Íx �
��'�1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx	���	���	��, then p} would be the preferred 
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alternative. 1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx is the posterior (updated) expected value of 

the information potential, calculated as followed based on posterior probabilities: 

1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx� ³ ∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x$v�Ì:|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*ÍxÎÏÏ	ÐÒ
 

(53) 

The conventional value of information (VI) for a set of possible information 

outcomes 1 � v�ÌD, �ÌB, … , �Ì*Õx given that alternative p} has been selected (Figure 4. 5) is 

related to the expected information potential as follows: 

"��ª�	��	�����������	���	o��	��	$�������	�����������	Öª������	1	��	p} 	o�������
� ³ × 1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ p} 	o������� ∩ o*Íx−��'�1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx	���	���	��Ø ! $v�Ì¹wp} 	o������� ∩ o*ÍxÎÏÏ	ÐÙ

 

(54) 

 
Figure 4. 5. Pre-Posterior Decision Tree for Imperfect Information 
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Basis for Non-Informative Sample Space for a Decision Alternative 

The objective of the Decision Entropy Theory is to establish a non-informative 

sample space for the decision outcomes, i.e., the n� values of $v�Ì:|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx 
for each of the nA alternatives. The theory is developed from the following three principles 

to establish the maximum lack of information about the probabilities of decision outcomes 

in a decision (first established by Gilbert, et al., (2012) and Gilbert, et al., (2016), then 

improved and updated in 2018): 

1) If no information is available about the probabilities of decision outcomes, then 

a selected alternative is equally probable to be or not to be the preferred 

alternative. 

2) If no information is available about the probabilities of decision outcomes, then 

the possible differences in preference between a selected alternative and the 

preferred alternative are equally probable. 

3) If no information is available about the probabilities of decision outcomes, then 

the possibilities of learning with new information about the selected alternative 

compared to the preferred alternative are equally probable. 

These principles can be expressed mathematically using three axioms that establish 

a non-informative sample space for the decision outcomes. 

Principle Number 1: If no information is available about the probabilities of 

decision outcomes, then a selected alternative is equally probable to be or not to be 

the preferred alternative. 

Axiom Number 1: Given that alternative ps 	is selected, the probabilities for possible 

decision outcomes are those that maximize the relative entropy for the events that this 

alternative is and is not preferred: 
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��'�����	 ¹º»v$���������	Öª�����|	ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx
� −$vps	$��������|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx
! ���$vps 	$��������|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx�
− $vps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚwps	o������� ∩ o*Íx
! ���$vps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚwps	o������� ∩ o*Íx� − ln%2�� − Û$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � 0	wps 	o������� ∩ o*Í�
! ��Ó2$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � 0wps	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô
+ Ó1 − $�∆ªv�Ì:, ps	o�������x � 0	wps	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô! �� ¿2Ó1 − $�∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x � 0	wps	o������� ∩ o*Í�ÔÀÜ 

(55) 

where $��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ denotes the complement of $��������, or that ps is not preferred. 

 

For two states, ps 	$�������� and ps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ, the relative entropy 

 ¹º»v$���������	Öª�����|	ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx is maximized in the ideal case where 

$vps 	$��������|ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx � $vps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚwps	o������� ∩ o*Íx � 1/2 

or 

$�∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x � 0wps 	o������� ∩ o*Í� 
� 1 − $�∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x � 0	wps	o������� ∩ o*Í� � 1/2  

If there are no possible decision outcomes, i.e., sets of �Ì:, in which ps is preferred 

or in which ps is not preferred, then the probabilities for $vps 	$��������|ps	o������� ∩
o*Íx are 0 or 1 and the probabilities for $vps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚwps	o������� ∩ o*Íx are 1 or 0 

and the relative entropy becomes equal to its minimum possible value, −ln	%2�, because 

there is no uncertainty in the preference [i.e., ) ln%)� → 0	��	) → 0	��	) → 1]. 
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Principle Number 2: If no information is available about the probabilities of 

decision outcomes, then the possible differences in preference between a selected 

alternative and the preferred alternative are equally probable. 

Axiom Number 2: Given that alternative ps 	is selected and not preferred, the 

probabilities for possible decision outcomes are those that maximize the conditional 

relative entropy for the possible non-zero values of the information potential, 

∆ªv�Ì:wps 	o�������x: 
��'�����	 ¹º»v�����������	$��������|	ps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx
� ³ −$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � %Δªß�Âwps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Í�! ��Ó$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps	o�������x � %Δªß�Âwps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô
Ðàáâãä

Â;D
− ��vnåæâãäx
� − ³ $�∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x � %Δªß�Âwps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps	o������� ∩ o*Í�! ��Ónåæâãä$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � %Δªß�Âwps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô

Ðàáâãä

Â;D
 

(56) 

where the set of possibilities for ∆ªv�Ì:, ps	o�������x < 0 are divided into nåæâç< possible 

values, each designated %Δªß�Â. 

The maximum value for  ¹º»v�����������	$��������|	ps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩
ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx is zero and it is realized when the possible values of 

∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x < 0 are uniformly distributed between the minimum and the 

maximum possible values. Note that the number of sub-states for values or intervals of 

%Δªß�Â, nåæâãä, is not important in maximizing the relative entropy; the entropy is 

maximized when the possible intervals (however many there are) are as equally probable 

as possible. 

The first and second axioms can be combined using the joint relative entropy of 

information where %ps 	$��������� and vps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚx are the two main states and 
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�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � %Δªß�Â� are the nåæâãä sub-states within vps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚx. Given 

that alternative ps 	is selected, the probabilities for all possible decision outcomes are those 

that maximize the total relative entropy for possible preferences and information potentials: 

��'�����	 ¹º»v	5�������	Öª�����|	ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx �
 ¹º»v$���������	Öª�����|	ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx +
 ¹º»v�����������	$��������|	ps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx !$vps 	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚwps	o������� ∩ o*Íx � − ¿$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � 0	wps 	o������� ∩
o*Í� ! lnÓ2$�∆ªv�Ì: , ps 	o�������x � 0wps	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô + Ó1 −$�∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x � 0	wps	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô ! ln ¿2Ó1 − $�∆ªv�Ì: , ps	o�������x �
0	wps 	o������� ∩ o*Í�ÔÀÀ +
è−∑ $�∆ªv�Ì:, ps	o�������x � %Δªß�Âwps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps	o������� ∩ o*Í�! lnÓnåæâãä$�∆ªv�Ì:, ps 	o�������x � %Δªß�Âwps	$��������ÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚÚ ∩ ps	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô

ÐàáâãäÂ;D é !
Ó1 − $�∆ªv�Ì: , ps	o�������x � 0	wps	o������� ∩ o*Í�Ô  

(57) 

Principle Number 3: If no information is available about the probabilities of 

decision outcomes, then the possibilities of learning with new information about the 

selected alternative compared to the preferred alternative are equally probable. 

Mathematical Formulation: Given that alternative ps	is selected and the possible 

set of information outcomes is 1 � v�ÌD, �ÌB, … , �Ì*Õx, the probabilities for possible decision 

outcomes are those that maximize the relative entropy for the possible expected 

information potential values, 1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx: 
��'�����	 ¹º»v1')�����	�����������	$��������|	1 ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx �

∑ −$�1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx � %ΔEus�Åwps	o������� ∩ o*Í�! �� ¿$ �1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx � vΔEæzxÅ| ps 	o������� ∩ o*Í�À −
ÐàëáâÅ;D

��vnåìæâx                    (58) 
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where the set of possibilities for 1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩ ps	o������� ∩ o*Íx are divided into 

nåìæâ possible values, each designated %ΔEus�Å. 

The maximum value for  ¹º»v1')�����	�����������	$��������|	1 ∩
ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx is zero and it is realized when the possible values of 1�v∆ª|�Ì¹ ∩
ps 	o������� ∩ o*Íx  are uniformly distributed between the minimum possible value of 

information potential, ����∆ªv�Ì:wps 	o�������x	���	���	��, and the maximum possible 

value of information potential, zero.  

The non-informative prior probability is formulated by satisfying all three axioms 

of Decision Entropy Theory.  

The application of Decision Entropy Theory will be demonstrated in several 

illustrative examples in the following sections.  
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EXAMPLE 4-1. SIMPLE DEMONSTRATION OF APPLICATION OF DECISION ENTROPY 

THEORY IN A RISK MANAGEMENT PROBLEM WITH TWO ALTERNATIVES 

Example 4-1: The objective of this example is to demonstrate the application of 

Decision Entropy Theory in a simple, two-alternative decision analysis. In addition, the 

effect of data and likelihood function on the posterior probabilities are studied. Consider a 

landslide (or other natural hazard) risk management project. The decision alternatives in 

such project can be generally classified to two types of actions: A) accepting the risk (or 

no action being considered as necessary), and B) mitigating or eliminating the risk (Figure 

4. 6).  

 
Figure 4. 6. Decision tree for Example 4-1. 

In case of selecting alternative A (accepting the risk), there is a cost (���	associated 

with the risk of failure, where annual chance of failure is modeled by the random variable 

F. In case of selecting alternative B (eliminating the risk), there is a cost (�í�	associated 

with the mitigation operations. The alternative with the minimum cost has the maximum 

utility, and therefore will be preferred.  

The expected cost of each decision alternative can be calculated by the following 

equations: 

1%����	p� � �� ! �              (59) 

1%����	Ç� � �í              (60) 
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The utility function is defined as in the following equation, so that its values varies 

between zero (having least utility) to 1 (having most utility). 

ª©»3º¹*©3sîº � 1 − dïð3	ï�	©»3º¹*©3sîº
ñò      (61) 

The resulting utility functions for the alternatives simplify to following forms: 

ª{ � 1 − �	            (62) 

ªó � 1 − ñôñò                 (63) 

and the expected utility of each alternative can be found from the following equation: 

1vª{zx � ∑ [ª%�ª�����	�:|�����������	ps��������� ∗©»»	Âïððsõ»º	ïæ3dï=ºð:;D
$ v�ª�����	�}w�����������	ps���������]                    (64) 

The graph of expected costs of alternatives vs annual chance of hazard is shown in 

Figure 4. 7 for the cost ratio of 	ñòñô � 10.  In addition, the graph of expected utilities of 

alternatives is shown in Figure 4. 8. 

The point of equality of costs or the point of indifference between alternatives will 

be as the following: 1%����	p� � 1%����	Ç�				��				1%ª{� � 1%ªó� 					 ∴ 			� � �s*�s�� � ñôñò � Döòöô
           

(65) 

Therefore, as shown in Figure 4. 7 and Figure 4. 8, for		� < �s*�s�� , the alternative 

A has the maximum utility (i.e. the minimum cost) and is therefore preferred. For		� >
�s*�s�� , the alternative B has the maximum utility (i.e. the minimum cost) and is therefore 

preferred. 
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Figure 4. 7. Graph of expected normalized costs of decision alternatives of Example 4-1 

as functions of annual chance of hazard, (����������	���� �dïð3	ï�	©»3º¹*©3sîº
ñò �. 

 
Figure 4. 8. Graph of expected utilities of decision alternatives of Example 4-1 as 

functions of annual chance of hazard, (for
ñòñô � 10). 
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By defining information potential as the difference between the utility of each 

alternative and the maximum utility, the following equation is obtained. The graph of 

information potential in case of selection of each alternative is shown in Figure 4. 9 as a 

function of annual chance of hazard. The line of zero information potential shows the state 

that the alternative has the maximum utility and is preferred. Otherwise the information 

potential is negative for the selected alternative. 

∆ª{ � ª{ − ª÷Îø	%{,ó�				     (66) 

∆ªó � ªó − ª÷Îø	%{,ó�				     (67) 

 

 
Figure 4. 9. Graph of information potential given each of decision alternatives is selected 

in Example 4-1, as functions of annual chance of hazard, (for	ñòñô � 10). 

Part A) Establishing Prior Based on Decision Entropy Theory 

By applying the axioms of Decision Entropy Theory, the non-informative prior 

probability distributions for information potential of each alternative are shown in Figure 

4. 10. Based on axiom 1, the states which each alternative is preferred should be equally 
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probable to the states that it is not preferred. Based on axiom 2, to make the possible 

degrees of difference between utilities (or preference) between each alternative and the 

preferred alternative equally probable, the non-zero information potential for each 

alternative should be equally probable (or uniformly distributed), as in Figure 4. 10.  

 

 
Figure 4. 10. Non-informative prior probability distributions for information potential of 

each alternative in Example 4-1, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for ñòñô � 10) 

The corresponding non-informative prior probability distribution for annual chance 

of hazard, F, is shown in Figure 4. 11. 

In this example, since non-informative prior PDFs for annual chance of hazard (F) 

are obtained from the non-informative PDFs of information potential of alternatives, 

therefore, for F<0.1 where alternative A is preferred, the probability mass of 0.5 

corresponding to ùª{ � 0 is distributed along 0<F<1. For F>0.1 where alternative A is not 

preferred, the probability mass of 0.5 corresponding to ùª{ < 0 is distributed along 

0.1<F<1. On the other hand, the probability mass of 0.5 corresponding to ùªó � 0 is 

distributed along 0.1<F<1 (where alternative B is preferred), the probability mass of 0.5 

Probability  

Probability density 
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corresponding to ùªó < 0 is distributed along 0<F<0.1 (where alternative B is preferred). 

There is an underlying assumption in this distribution: the whole probability mass of 50% 

corresponding to ∆ª � 0 is assumed to be distributed uniformly along the range of annual 

chance of hazard which make the alternative preferred. This uniform distribution assumes 

that the F values in this range are equally probable.  

The reason for this similarity of the distributions found for annual chance of hazard,   

is the case of selection of each alternative, is that there are only two alternatives and the 

information potential is a linear function of F (or annual chance of hazard). 

 

 
Figure 4. 11. Non-informative prior probability distributions for annual chance of hazard, 

in case of selection of each alternative in Example 4-1, based on Decision 

Entropy Theory, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 

Part B) Using the Prior in Bayesian Analysis in the Case of Limited Data  

In this section, the non-informative prior probability distribution obtained in 

previous part of this example is used in Bayesian analysis. The annual chance of hazard 

(F) for a large characteristic landslide that rarely happens is considered. Assuming that 

occurrence of such an event follows a binomial distribution, and also assuming the 
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available data shows this event has no occurrence in 120 years, the corresponding 

likelihood function for this rare event can be shown as Figure 4. 12. 

Using the Bayes’ Theorem, the updated posterior probability distribution is 

obtained as in Figure 4. 13. The comparison of prior and posterior probability distributions 

in this part of example, (Figure 4. 14), shows that in the case of rare data, the smaller annual 

frequencies (or chance of hazard) have significant effect on the posterior (and therefore the 

final decision), especially since the prior probability distribution is designed so that it 

actually highlights this range of frequencies. Moreover, the posterior distribution clearly 

follows prior distribution as well as the likelihood function. The posterior distributions for 

information potential of alternatives are shown in Figure 4. 15, reflecting that alternative 

A is definitely preferred, and alternative B is getting far from being preferred (far from 

zero), since the risk of landslide is small based on the data. 

 

 
Figure 4. 12. Likelihood function of no occurrence in 120 years (binomial distribution), 

Example 4-1-B. 
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Figure 4. 13. Posterior (updated) probability distribution for annual chance of hazard, 

given no occurrence in 120 years, and by using prior probabilities obtained 

from applying Decision Entropy Theory, Example 4-1-B, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 

 
Figure 4. 14. Comparison of prior and posterior probability distribution for annual chance 

of hazard, given no occurrence in 120 years, Example 4-1-B, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 
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Figure 4. 15. Posterior probability distribution for information potential of each 

alternative, given no occurrence in 120 years, Example 4-1-B, (for 
ñòñô �10). 

Part C) Using the Prior in Bayesian Analysis in the Case of Abundant Data  

In this section, the results of Bayesian analysis using non-informative prior 

probability distribution obtained in part A of this example are presented. The annual chance 

of hazard (F) for a landslide of relatively small size that frequently happens is considered. 

Assuming that occurrence of such an event follows a binomial distribution, and also 

assuming the available data shows this event has 90 occurrences in 120 years, the 

corresponding likelihood function for this frequent event can be shown as Figure 4. 16. 
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Figure 4. 16. Likelihood function of 90 occurrences in 120 years (binomial distribution), 

Example 4-1-C. 

Using the Bayes’ Theorem, the updated posterior probability distribution is 

obtained as in Figure 4. 17. The comparison of prior and posterior probability distributions 

in this part of example, (Figure 4. 18), shows that in the case of frequent event data, the 

annual frequencies (or chance of hazard) close to the range of �=ï�º � 7	ïddæ¹¹º*dºð
²	Áº©¹ð �

0.75 have significant effect on the posterior (and therefore the final decision), since the 

maximum likelihood in a binomial distribution happens at �=ï�º � 7	
². Therefore likelihood 

function amplifies the range of frequencies close to the frequency with maximum- 

likelihood. In this case, the posterior distribution is more affected by the likelihood function 

than prior distribution, since in the case of abundant data or frequent events, the likelihood 

acts as a powerful filter on the prior to from the posterior.  
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Figure 4. 17. Posterior (updated) probability distribution for annual chance of hazard, 

given 90 occurrences in 120 years, and by using prior probabilities obtained 

from applying Decision Entropy Theory, Example 4-1-C, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 

 
Figure 4. 18. Comparison of prior and posterior probability distribution for annual chance 

of hazard, given 90 occurrences in 120 years, Example 4-1-C, (for 
ñòñô �10). 

The posterior distributions for information potential of alternatives are shown in Figure 4. 

19, reflecting that alternative B is definitely preferred, and alternative A is getting far from 

being preferred (far from zero), since the risk of landslide is high based on data. 
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Figure 4. 19. Posterior probability distribution for information potential of each 

alternative, given 90 occurrences in 120 years, Example 4-1-C, (for 
ñòñô �10). 

Part D) Using the Prior in Bayesian Analysis in the Case of Small-or-Medium-
Frequency Events Data  

In this section, the results of Bayesian analysis using non-informative prior 

probability distribution obtained in part A of this example are presented. The annual chance 

of hazard (F) for a landslide of small or medium size that neither rarely nor frequently 

happens is considered. Assuming that occurrence of such an event follows a binomial 

distribution, and also assuming the available data shows this event has 20 occurrences in 

120 years, the corresponding likelihood function for such event can be shown as Figure 4. 

20. 
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Figure 4. 20. Likelihood function of 20 occurrences in 120 years (binomial distribution), 

Example 4-1-D. 

Using the Bayes’ Theorem, the updated posterior probability distribution is 

obtained as in Figure 4. 21. The comparison of prior and posterior probability distributions 

in this part of example, (Figure 4. 22), shows that in the case of small-to-medium-

frequency-event data, the annual frequencies (or chance of hazard) close to the range of 

�=ï�º � 7	ïddæ¹¹º*dºð
²	Áº©¹ð � 0.167 have significant effect on the posterior (and therefore the 

final decision), since the maximum likelihood in a binomial distribution happens at 

�=ï�º � 7	
². Therefore likelihood function amplifies the range of frequencies close to the 

frequency with maximum-likelihood. On the other hand, there is another peak in the 

posterior at the break-even annual frequency (f = 0.1), where the decision changes, since 

the prior distribution was designed so that it is no-informative based on preference of 

decision alternatives. In this case, the posterior distribution is affected by both the 

likelihood function and the prior distribution. 

The posterior distributions for information potential of alternatives are shown in 

Figure 4. 23. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and annual 

chance of hazard are presented in Table 4. 1. 
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Figure 4. 21. Posterior (updated) probability distribution for annual chance of hazard, 

given 20 occurrences in 120 years, and by using prior probabilities obtained 

from applying Decision Entropy Theory, Example 4-1-D, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 

 
Figure 4. 22. Comparison of prior and posterior probability distribution for annual chance 

of hazard, given 20 occurrences in 120 years, Example 4-1-D, (for 
ñòñô �10). 
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Figure 4. 23. Posterior probability distribution for information potential of each 

alternative, given 20 occurrences in 120 years, Example 4-1-D, (for 
ñòñô �10). 

Table 4. 1. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and annual 
chance of hazard, given each alternative is selected, and given each case of 

available data, Example 4-1. The alternative with expected information 
potential closer to zero would be the preferred alternative. 

  No. of occurrences in 120 years 

  0 occ. 20 occ. 90 occ. 

 Prior Posterior Posterior Posterior 

E(Δu|A) -0.2275 -4.1E-09 -0.0723 -0.6509 

E(Δu|B) -0.0227 -0.0896 -0.0003 -5.7E-71 

E(F|A) 0.3000 0.0083 0.1671 0.7459 

E(F|B) 0.3000 0.0083 0.1671 0.7459 

Preferred B A B B 

Conclusion of Example 4-1: 

The comparison of prior and posterior probability distributions in each part of this 

example, shows that in the case of rare data (0 occurrence in 120 years), the smaller annual 

frequencies (or chance of hazard) have significant effect on the posterior (and therefore the 
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final decision), while in the cases of 90 occurrence and 20 occurrences in 120 years, the 

frequencies close to the range of �=ï�º � 7	ïddæ¹¹º*dºð
²	Áº©¹ð have significant effect on the 

posterior (and therefore the final decision), since the maximum likelihood in a binomial 

distribution happens at �=ï�º � 7	
². In the case of medium-frequency event, the posterior is 

affected both by the prior (and the indifference-threshold annual frequency) and the 

likelihood (and the range close to the maximum likelihood).  

The posterior expected values and probability distributions for information 

potential of alternatives show how data and likelihood function changes the preference of 

alternatives.  

The results of this example shows that it is important that both the likelihood 

function and the prior sample space is established wisely without including more 

information (or assumptions) than what we actually have/know.   

EXAMPLE 4-2. APPLICATION OF DECISION ENTROPY THEORY IN A RISK MANAGEMENT 

PROBLEM WITH THREE ALTERNATIVES 

Example 4-2: The objective of this example is to demonstrate the application of 

Decision Entropy Theory in a three-alternative decision analysis. In addition, the effect of 

data and likelihood function on the posterior probabilities are studied.  

In a landslide risk management project, the available decision alternatives are: A1) 

no action, A2) not allowing for development in the valley, and A3) allowing for 

development in the valley but first remediate and stabilize the slopes. These alternatives 

are shown in the decision tree of Figure 4. 24.  
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Figure 4. 24. Decision tree for Example 4-2. 

In case of selecting alternative A1 (no action), the risk of loss of life and property 

(R) due landslide is a function of annual chance of hazard (H), total loss (#�, and 

vulnerability (V) which is taken 1 in this case. The annual chance of failure is modeled by 

the random variable H. In case of selecting alternative A2 (not allowing development in 

the valley), there is a cost (�íD�	associated with the loss of benefits which would be 

obtained through the development there. Also in this case vulnerability is taken as zero. In 

case of selecting alternative A3 (allowing development in the valley, but remediating the 

earth slopes), there is a cost (�íB�	associated with the remediation and stabilization 

operations. Also in this case, there is a reduced risk of loss due occurrence of landslide. 

The alternative with the minimum cost has the maximum utility, and therefore will be 

preferred.  

The expected cost of each decision alternative can be calculated by the following 

equations. In this example, it is assumed that the remediation reduces the risk (or hazard) 

to one third of the risk before remediation. The cost of remediation is considered an 

increasing function of the chance of hazard, (�íB ∝  <.�, ���	0 ≤  ≤ 1), with the initial 

cost of �<. 

1%����	p1) = � =  × " × #              (68) 
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1%����	p2� � �íD		; 						" = 0              (69) 

1%����	p3) = �íB q �
� = %�< q � ×  

<.�) q
û

l
× " × #              (70) 

For simplicity the vulnerability is taken as constant, V=1. The problem is solved for the 

case with # = 100	%ª����),			�íD = 40,			�< = 10, � = 10.	 

The graphs of expected costs of decision alternatives as a function of annual chance 

of hazard are shown in Figure 4. 25. The graph of information potential for each alternative 

is shown in Figure 4. 26. 

 

 

 
Figure 4. 25. Graph of expected costs of decision alternatives of Example 4-2 as 

functions of annual chance of hazard 
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Figure 4. 26. Graph of information potential given each of decision alternatives is 

selected in Example 4-2, as functions of annual chance of hazard 

Non-informative prior probability distributions, obtained based on Decision 

Entropy Theory, for information potential of each alternative are shown in Figure 4. 27. 

The corresponding non-informative prior probability distributions for annual chance of 

hazard are shown in Figure 4. 28.  

 

 
Figure 4. 27. Non-informative prior probability distributions for information potential of 

each alternative in Example 4-2, based on Decision Entropy Theory. 

Probability  

Probability density 
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In this example where three decision alternative are available, the concept of 

information potential was useful to distinguish between cases of preference of each of the 

alternatives in a consistent manner. The resulting PDFs for annual chance of hazard are not 

the same since unlike Example 4-1 the cases are not complement of each other.   

Figure 4. 29 shows the posterior distributions of annual chance of hazard, given 

each set of data and likelihood function is valid. Figure 4. 30 shows the posterior 

distribution of information potential of each alternative for each case. The prior and 

posterior expected values of annual chance of hazard and information potential of 

alternatives are presented in Table 4. 2 for all cases. 

 

 
Figure 4. 28. Non-informative prior probability distributions for annual chance of hazard, 

in case of selection of each alternative in Example 4-2, based on Decision 
Entropy Theory, (Bottom: in log-log space).  
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Figure 4. 29. Posterior (updated) probability distributions for annual chance of hazard in 

case of selection of each alternative in Example 4-2. 

 

0 occurrence in 120 years 

90 occurrences in 120 years 

20 occurrences in 120 years 
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Figure 4. 30. Posterior (updated) probability distributions for information potential of 

each alternative in Example 4-2. 

0 occurrence in 120 years 

90 occurrences in 120 years 

20 occurrences in 120 years 
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Table 4. 2. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and annual 
chance of hazard, given each alternative is selected, and given each case of 

available data, Example 4-2. 

  No. of occurrences in 120 years 

  0 occ. 20 occ. 90 occ. 

 Prior Posterior Posterior Posterior 

E(Δu|A1) -15.9790 -7.06E-14 -0.0495 -37.1671 

E(Δu|A2) -9.1498 -38.8149 -20.9067 -0.0008 

E(Δu|A3) -3.5324 -10.0699 -1.7636 -4.4863 

E(H|A1) 0.3811 0.0080 0.1615 0.7467 

E(H|A2) 0.5533 0.0080 0.1682 0.7543 

E(H|A3) 0.5156 0.0039 0.1672 0.7461 

Preferred A3 A1 A1 A2 

 

Discussion and Conclusion of Example 4-2: 

Establishing prior probability distribution for information potential based on the 

axioms of Decision Entropy Theory, makes the prior probability distribution of annual 

chance of hazard dependent to the selection of each alternative. The changes in probability 

density occurs mainly in the annual-frequencies which are threshold for change in the state 

of preference of the selected alternative. 

The comparison of prior and posterior probability distributions in each case, shows 

how the available data affects the posterior distribution. The posterior expected values and 

probability distributions for information potential of alternatives show how data and 

likelihood function changes the preference of alternatives.  

This example shows how the concept of information potential makes the 

comparison of any number of alternatives easier, and enables us to easily establish the prior 

probability distributions. Also this example shows by using the concept of information 

potential, the axioms of Decision Entropy Theory are consistent as well as being rational 

and defensible. 
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EXAMPLE 4-3. ACCOUNTING FOR IRRELEVANCY OF DATA IN THE BAYESIAN ANALYSIS 

Example 4-3: The objective of this example is to show how one can account for 

irrelevancy of available data in the likelihood function. Consider West Norway rockslide 

risk management problem (which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 5), with the 

alternatives: A) No action, B) Mitigation. Corresponding prior decision tree is shown in 

Figure 4. 31. The cost and utility functions are assumed similar to the Example 4-1. The 

historical data for occurrence of rockslides shows that 114 rockslides have occurred in the 

past 12,000 years. The goal of this example is to use historical data to update the prior 

probabilities through the Bayes Theorem. The posterior decision tree is shown in Figure 4. 

32. 

 

 
Figure 4. 31. Prior decision tree for Example 4-3. 

 
Figure 4. 32. Posterior decision tree for Example 4-3, considering having the data of 

rockslides in past 12000 years. 
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Since utility and cost functions are considered to be similar to Example 4-1, prior 

probability distributions found based on Decision Entropy Theory would be the same as 

what obtained in Example 4-1, (Figure 4. 33 and Figure 4. 34). 

 

 
Figure 4. 33. Non-informative prior probability distributions for information potential of 

each alternative in Example 4-3, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for ñòñô � 10).  

 
Figure 4. 34. Non-informative prior probability distributions for annual chance of hazard, 

in case of selection of each alternative in Example 4-3, based on Decision 

Entropy Theory, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 
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The available historical data is obtained by site investigations, including 

excavations, radiocarbon dating of the soil layers, and indirect correlations. The results 

show 114 rockslides have occurred in the region of interest during past 12,000 years (i.e. 

following the last glaciation).  

Considering available data is exact, i.e. exactly 114 rockslides have occurred in the 

past 12,000 years, and also assuming the data is completely relevant to future events, i.e. 

future events tend to follow the same trend as does the historical data, the likelihood 

function is obtained as in Figure 4. 35. 

 

 
Figure 4. 35. Likelihood of exactly 114 rockslide occurrences in 12,000 years, Example 

4-3. 

However, there are other possibilities that might happen, e.g. the following cases, 

therefore there is a possibility that data is not exact:  

a) there is a possibility that more events have happened which are not 

recorded or recognized in the investigation, this means it is possible that 

at least this number of occurrence has been found that have occurred; or 
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b) there is possibility that some of the events are in fact one event which are 

counted as different and independent events; or  

c) there is a possibility that some events are counted more than one time, or 

not taken to the account at all.  

On the other hand, there is a possibility that the historical data is not relevant to 

future; i.e.: 

a) the events are not stationary, the patterns of events and environmental 

condition have changed through time, therefore the future events do not 

necessary follow the same trend as do the historical events; or 

b) the historical data contains events that have occurred in a large region, 

therefore the data might not be completely relevant to the specific area 

in that region or close to the region. 
 

To consider irrelevancy of data, we can include the probability that data is relevant 

(or degree of relevancy of data), as an uncertain parameter in our analyses. Figure 4. 36 

shows the posterior decision tree in which the relevancy of data is taken into consideration. 
 

 
Figure 4. 36. Posterior decision tree for Example 4-3, considering the probability that the 

data (of rockslides in past 12000 years) is relevant. 
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Figure 4. 37 shows the likelihood functions for the case that exactly 114 rockslides 

have occurred in past 12000 years, in order to consider the irrelevancy of data, it is assumed 

that it is 50% probable that the data is relevant, and 50% probable that the data is irrelevant 

(i.e. the likelihood is flat and non-informative).  
 

 
Figure 4. 37. Likelihood functions for the case that exactly 114 rockslides have occurred 

in past 12000 years, considering the chance for irrelevancy of data. Example 
4-3. 

For each case, the likelihood function has a specific form, therefore the posterior 

distributions obtained for annual chance of hazard are different and are clearly affected by 

the likelihood functions (Figure 4. 39).This figure shows the posterior probability 

distributions for information potential of each alternative considering each one of the 

likelihood functions is valid. The prior and posterior expected values of information 

potential and annual chance of hazard are compared in Table 4. 3 for all cases.  
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Figure 4. 38 shows the likelihood functions for the case that at least 114 rockslides 

have occurred in past 12000 years, in order to consider the irrelevancy of data, it is assumed 

that it is 50% probable that the data is relevant, and 50% probable that the data is irrelevant. 

 

 
Figure 4. 38. Likelihood functions for the case that at least 114 rockslides have occurred 

in past 12000 years, considering the chance for irrelevancy of data. Example 
4-3. 

For each case, the posterior distributions obtained for annual chance of hazard are 

different and are clearly affected by the likelihood functions (Figure 4. 40). This figure 

shows the posterior probability distributions for information potential of each alternative 

considering each one of the likelihood functions is valid. The prior and posterior expected 

values of information potential and annual chance of hazard are compared in Table 4. 3 for 

all cases.  
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Exactly 114 occ. in 12000 years 
 

50% probable that data (exactly114 occ. in 12000 years) is 
relevant 

 

  

  

  
Figure 4. 39. Posterior probability distributions for annual chance of hazard, given the 

likelihood for each different case in Example 4-3, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 

 

Exactly 114 occ. in 12000 years 

50% probable that data is relevant, 
i.e. exactly114 occ. in 12000 years 

 

50% probable that data is relevant, 
i.e. exactly114 occ. in 12000 years 

 

Exactly 114 occ. in 12000 years 
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At least 114 occurrences in 12000 years 
 

50% probable that data (at least114 occurrences in 12000 years) 
is relevant  

 

  

  
 

 
 

Figure 4. 40. Posterior probability distributions for information potential of each 
alternative, given the likelihood for each case in Example 4-3, (for 

ñòñô � 10). 

 
 

At least 114 occ. in 12000 years 

 

50% probable that data is relevant, 
i.e. at least 114 occ. in 12000 years 

 
At least 114 occ. in 12000 years 

 

50% probable that data is relevant, 
i.e. at least114 occ. in 12000 years 
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Table 4. 3. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and annual 
chance of hazard, given each alternative is selected, and considering each 

case of available data and its relevancy, Example 4-3, (for 
ñòñô � 10). 

  Occurrences in 12000 years 

  Exactly 114 Exactly 114 At least 114 At least 114 

  Data relevancy 

  100% relevant 50% relevant 100% relevant 50% relevant 

 Prior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior 

E(Δu|A) -0.2275 0 -0.2275 -0.2392 -0.2332 

E(Δu|B) -0.0227 -0.0900 -0.0227 -0.0190 -0.0209 

E(F|A) 0.3000 0.0082 0.2999 0.3152 0.3074 

E(F|B) 0.3000 0.0082 0.2999 0.3152 0.3074 

Preferred B A B B B 

 

Discussion and Conclusion of Example 4-3: 

Considering the graphs of Figure 4. 39, Figure 4. 40 and Table 4. 3, the following 

conclusions can be reached: 

� Form of likelihood functions:  

• In the case with the exact number of occurrences, likelihood function is 

sharp and very informative, having a sharp solitary peak at the frequency 

equal to �=ï�º � 7	ïddæ¹¹º*dºð
²	Áº©¹ð ≈ 0.01.  

• In the case where it is 50% probable that data with exact number of 

occurrences is relevant, the likelihood function is non-informative, with a 

negligible jump in � ≈ 0.01. 

• In the case with the minimum number of occurrences, likelihood function 

is much less informative than the 1st case, having a S-shape, with the flat 

zero-likelihood part for frequencies less than � ≈ 0.01, and flat 100%-

likelihood part for frequencies more than � ≈ 0.01. 
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• In the case where it is 50% probable that data with minimum number of 

occurrences is relevant, the likelihood function is less informative than case 

1 and 3, but more informative than case 2; since in case 2 just a small range 

close to � ≈ 0.01 has a negligible jump compared to the rest of frequency 

range, however in case 4, the flat range � ^ 0.01 is clearly more probable 

than the range with � a 0.01, because the minimum number of occurrence 

is known. 

� Form of posterior distributions of annual chance of hazard:  

• In the 1st case, following the likelihood function, posterior distribution for 

annual chance of hazard has a sharp solitary peak at the frequency equal to 

�=ï�º = 7	ïddæ¹¹º*dºð
²	Áº©¹ð ≈ 0.01. Therefore, the effect of likelihood function 

on the posterior distribution is more dominant than the prior. 

• In the 2nd case, similar to the likelihood function (which is non-informative), 

the posterior probability distribution for annual frequency is similar to prior 

probability distribution, having a negligible jump in � ≈ 0.01. Therefore, 

in this case, considering there is 50% probability that the highly-informative 

likelihood of case 1 is relevant and 50% irrelevant (flat and non-

informative), made the whole likelihood non-informative, making the 

posterior distribution is similar to prior distribution. The value of 

probability density stays the same since the total likelihood is equal to 0.5, 

(i.e. the posterior probability is  = <.�
<.� ∗ $����	)��������� ). 

• In the 3rd case, the prior probabilities for frequencies less than 0.01 are de-

amplified by the likelihood function (which is zero in this range), however, 

the posterior probability distribution for frequencies greater than 0.01 are 

the same as prior probabilities in this range (where the likelihood is zero). 
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Similarity of posterior and prior distributions in the range of frequencies 

greater than 0.01 suggests that the likelihood is non-informative in this 

range. In fact, the likelihood of data in this case is informing us that the 

mean annual rate of occurrence is not less than zero, but it is greater than 

zero, and no information beyond this statement can be obtained in this case.  

• In the 4th case, considering 50% probable that the data is relevant and 50% 

chance that it is irrelevant, makes the likelihood flat and equal to 0.5 for 

annual frequencies less than 0.01 is flat and flat and equal to 1 for 

frequencies greater than 0.01. Therefore, in the posterior distribution, the 

prior probabilities for frequencies less than 0.01 are de-amplified to half of 

their value, and stayed the same for the frequencies greater than 0.01. In this 

case, the irrelevancy of data is considered but the likelihood is more 

informative than case 3. 

� Posterior expected values and posterior distributions of information potential of 

alternatives:  

• By comparing the posterior distributions of information potential with the 

prior distributions, it is observed that only in the 1st case, where the 

likelihood is very informative, the posterior distributions of information 

potential are completely different from prior distributions, suggesting that 

alterative A is definitely the preferred alternative. In all other cases, which 

their likelihood functions are less informative, the posterior distributions of 

information potential have not changed much, and the expected values of 

information potential for alternative B suggests that on average the 

alternative B is preferred in these cases, (Table 4. 3).  
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EXAMPLE 4-4. SENSITIVITY OF RESULTS OF BAYESIAN ANALYSIS TO THE COST RATIO 

Example 4-4: The objective of this example is to show how much the results of 

Bayesian analysis are sensitive to the cost ratio (i.e. the ratio of the loss due to failure to 

the cost of mitigation, �� = ��/�í). The landslide risk management problem similar to 

the one in the example 4-3 is considered analyzed with different cost ratios. In terms of 

likelihood function, the case in which it is 50% probable that the data (at least 114 

rockslides occurrences in the past 12,000 years) is relevant and 50% probable that the data 

is irrelevant, (Figure 4. 41).  

 

 
Figure 4. 41. Likelihood function in the case that it is 50% probable that the data (at least 

114 rockslides occurrences in the past 12,000 years) is relevant and 50% 
probable that the data is irrelevant, Example 4-4.  

Figure 4. 42 shows the non-informative prior probability distributions for information 

potential of each alternative, for different cost ratios. Figure 4. 43 shows the corresponding 

posterior probability distributions for information potential of each alternative, updated by 

the likelihood of Figure 4. 41. The prior and posterior probability distributions for annual 

chance of hazard in each case are shown in Figure 4. 44 and Figure 4. 45. The prior and 
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posterior expected values of information potential and annual chance of hazard are 

presented in Table 4. 5.   
 

 

 
Figure 4. 42. Non-informative prior probability distributions for information potential of 

each alternative in Example 4-4, based on Decision Entropy Theory, for 
different cost ratios. 
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Figure 4. 43. Posterior probability distributions for information potential of each 

alternative of Example 4-4, for different cost ratios, given the likelihood of 
Figure 4. 41. 

Table 4. 4. Prior and posterior probabilities of zero-information-potential of alternatives 
in Example 4-4, for different cost ratios. 

  CF/CM =5 CF/CM =10 CF/CM =100 CF/CM =1000 

Prior Prior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior Posterior 

P(ΔuA=0) P(ΔuB=0) P(ΔuA=0) P(ΔuB=0) P(ΔuA=0) P(ΔuB=0) P(ΔuA=0) P(ΔuB=0) P(ΔuA=0) P(ΔuB=0) 

0.5 0.5 0.49 0.51 0.49 0.51 0.34 0.66 0.33 0.67 
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Figure 4. 44. Non-informative prior probability distributions for annual chance of hazard, 

for different cost ratios in Example 4-4, based on Decision Entropy Theory. 

 

 
Figure 4. 45. Posterior probability distributions for annual chance of hazard, for different 

cost ratios in Example 4-4, given the likelihood of Figure 4. 41. 
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Table 4. 5. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and annual 
chance of hazard, given each alternative is selected, for different cost ratios, 

Example 4-4. 

 CF/CM =1 CF/CM =1.5 CF/CM =2 CF/CM =5 

 Prior Posterior Prior Posterior Prior Posterior Prior Posterior 

E(Δu|A) 0 0 -0.0858 -0.0861 -0.1275 -0.1281 -0.2025 -0.2050 

E(Δu|B) -0.2475 -0.4926 -0.1642 -0.1648 -0.1225 -0.1207 -0.0476 -0.0458 

E(F|A) 0.25 0.5024 0.5816 0.5838 0.5 0.5 0.35 0.3543 

E(F|B) 0.25 0.5024 0.5719 0.5826 0.5 0.5024 0.35 0.3543 

Preferred A A A A B B B B 

 
 CF/CM =10 CF/CM =100 CF/CM =1000 

 Prior Posterior Prior Posterior Prior Posterior 

E(Δu|A) -0.2275 -0.2332 -0.2500 -0.3314 -0.2522 -0.3373 

E(Δu|B) -0.0227 -0.0209 -0.0019 -0.0013 -0.0002 -0.0001 

E(F|A) 0.3 0.3074 0.255 0.3364 0.2505 0.3348 

E(F|B) 0.3 0.3074 0.255 0.3364 0.2505 0.3348 

Preferred B B B B B B 

 

Discussion and Conclusion of Example 4-4: 

Considering the graphs of Figure 4. 42 to Figure 4. 45 and Table 4. 5, the following 

conclusions can be reached from the sensitivity analysis of results of Bayesian analysis to 

cost ratio:  

In each case, there is a value for annual chance of hazard where the preference of 

alternative will change from alternative A to B, as the annual chance of hazard becomes 

greater than this value. This threshold value for annual chance of hazard is equal to inverse 

of the cost ratio (i.e. � � D
ñ¹ � D

ñò/ñô�. As the cost ratio increases, the threshold value for 

annual chance of hazard decreases. In addition, as the cost ratio increases, the probability 

distribution for information potential of alternative B concentrates toward zero, and the 

expected value of information of alternative B approaches zero, making the alternative B 

the preferred one. On the other hand, as the cost ratio increases, the probability distribution 
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for information potential of alternative A spreads more in non-zero (negative) values, and 

therefore the expected value of information of alternative A scatters away from zero, 

making the alternative A the less-preferred one.  

Prior probability distribution of annual chance of hazard in each case (Figure 4. 44) 

shows how the probability density changes at threshold value for annual chance of hazard 

(i.e. � � D
ñ¹ � D

ñò/ñô�. The reason for this change is the underlying assumptions of Decision 

Entropy Theory in order to make the preference of alternatives equally probable in the non-

informative prior sample space.  

Posterior probability distribution of annual chance of hazard in each case (Figure 

4. 45) is affected both by the prior distribution (and a jump in probability density at the 

threshold value of annual chance of hazard i.e. � � D
ñ¹ � D

ñò/ñô) and the likelihood function 

( and a jump/drop in probability density at the point of maximum likelihood �=ï�º �7	ïddæ¹¹º*dºð
²	Áº©¹ð ≈ 0.01).  

Recalling that the risk is a measure of probability and consequence of an adverse 

event, this example showed how the extent of loss in case of risky action (compared to the 

cost of other alternative) affects the decision. Since risk is the multiplication of loss (or the 

extent of adverse effect) by the probability of the corresponding event, therefore either 

increase in probability of the adverse event or increase in the loss from that event, increased 

the risk and decrease the chance of preference of risky alternative.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, new decision-based framework to establish prior probabilities for 

the Bayesian analysis is introduced and described. The objective of this chapter is to 

introduce a rational and defensible framework to establish prior probabilities, while 

extreme uncertainties and data irrelevancy are taken into consideration. In addition, the 

application of this framework in the risk management problems was demonstrated in 

several examples in this chapter.  

In the examples of this chapter it was shown how the posterior probability 

distributions are affected by both the prior distribution and the likelihood function. 

Therefore, it is essential to establish the prior sample space wisely and also to formulate 

the likelihood function properly, without including unnecessary and unrealistic 

assumptions, without introducing more information (than what we actually have) in the 

probability models. In addition, it was discussed how the historical data can be false, 

unreliable, or irrelevant to the future, therefore it is necessary to consider the irrelevancy 

of data in the analysis. 
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Chapter 5:  Application of Decision Entropy Theory in West Norway 
Case Study 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the risk assessment and management of a rockslide in West Norway 

is used as a case study. First, the details of the project and the literature associated with the 

project are reviewed. Next, the available data is used in the decision analysis using the 

framework introduced in the previous chapter, i.e. Decision Entropy Theory. The objective 

of this chapter and the case study is to demonstrate the application of Decision Entropy 

Theory in a real-world landslide risk management problem and to observe how this theory 

accounts for extreme uncertainties.  

BACKGROUND 

The Åknes rockslide is a large, slow-moving landslide located on the northwest 

flank of Sunnylvsfjorden in Stranda municipality in Western Norway (Figure 5. 1). It has 

an estimated volume of up to 54 million m3 and is moving at a velocity up to 8 cm per year. 

There is a possibility that catastrophic failure of the rock mass would trigger a huge tsunami 

in the fjord (Blikra, 2006). Using remedial engineering measures as an option to manage 

the risk was not feasible since the size of moving rock mass was very large and would 

involve high kinetic energy. Therefore risk management has to be done by implementing 

effective warning system. Åknes rockslide monitoring project is one of the great landslide 

monitoring projects in the world.  
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Figure 5. 1. Åknes rock slope. Potentially unstable area is shown by the white lines. The 

length of the top scarp is about 800 m. The length along the dip direction of 
the slope inside the assumed unstable area is about 1100 m. (Eidsvig, et al., 

2011) 

Geography of Western Norway and Åknes Area 

The Scandinavian Mountains runs through the Scandinavian Peninsula. The 

western sides of the mountains drop steeply into the North Sea and Norwegian Sea, forming 

the famous fjords of Norway, whereas to the northeast they gradually curve towards 

Finland.  

The mountains are not very high, but are very steep at places; Galdhøpiggen in 

southern Norway is the highest peak, at 2,469 metres (8,100 ft), Kebnekaise has the highest 

peak on the Swedish side, at 2,104 m (6,903 ft), whereas Halti is the highest peak in 

Finland, at 1,324 m (4,344 ft), (Wikipedia). 

The combination of a northerly location and moisture from the North Atlantic 

Ocean has caused the formation of many ice fields and glaciers. Temperature drops with 
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increasing altitude, and permafrost becomes common from about 1,500 meters above sea 

level on their western slope in Southern Norway and at about 1,200 meter AMSL on their 

eastern slope in Southern Norway near the border with Sweden. In Northern Norway, 

permafrost becomes common from about 800 to 900 meters AMSL on the western slope 

and some 200- to 300-meters-lower on the eastern slope. 

The geography of Norway is dominated by vast mountain ranges broken up by 

valleys and fjords. Less than 10% of the country's area is arable, and the rest is mountainous 

(Wikipedia). Glaciers are the major cause for erosion, so the terrain in the Norwegian 

mountains consists of plateaus and lakes with peaks.  

Møre og Romsdal (Møre and Romsdal) is a county in the northernmost part of 

Western Norway. Sunnmøre (English: South-Møre) is the southernmost traditional district 

of the western Norwegian county of Møre og Romsdal (Figure 5. 2).  

 

 
Figure 5. 2. Map of the three districts in the Møre og Romsdal County. Green is 

Sunnmøre, purple is Romsdal, and blue is Nordmøre. The name and border 
of municipalities are shown, (Wikipedia).  
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Storfjorden or Storfjord is a 110-kilometre (68 mi) long fjord in the Sunnmøre 

region of Møre og Romsdal county, Norway (Figure 5. 3). It stretches from the village of 

Hareid in the west to the villages of Tafjord and Geiranger in the east. The Storfjorden 

system branches off into several smaller fjords including the famous Geirangerfjord and 

Tafjorden. At the village of Stranda, the main fjord branches off into the Sunnylvsfjorden-

Geirangerfjorden to the west and the Norddalsfjorden-Tafjorden to the east Figure 5. 3. 

Stranda (English: the beach) is a municipality in Sunnmøre in More og Romsdal 

county (Figure 5. 2 and Figure 5. 3). It is bordered in the north to Stordal, east to Norddal 

and Skjåk, in the south to Stryn and Hornindal, and in the west to Ørsta and Sykkylven. 

The community center is in the village of Stranda that has 2952 inhabitants per 2015. 

 

 
Figure 5. 3. Map of the Storfjorden in Sunnmøre: the location of Åknes rock-slope and 

the fjords and villages in the area are shown.  
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History of Landslides in Western Norway, and Their Spatial and Temporal 
Distributions 

Rock falls and rockslides are among the most dangerous natural hazards in Norway, 

mainly because of their potential to generate tsunamis in fjords and lakes. In Norway, the 

three most dramatic natural disasters in the twentieth century were tsunamis triggered by 

massive rockslides into fjords or lakes (Loen in 1905 and 1936, and Tafjord in 1934), 

causing more than 170 fatalities (Eidsvig, et al., 2011): 

• Tafjord 1934: Movement and failure of 2-3 million m3 rock mass generated 

tsunami of maximum 62 m above sea level, and killed 41 people. 

• Leon 1905 and 1936: Massive rockslides generated tsunami of high wave 

level, and killed hundreds of people. 

Large rock-slope failures range from sliding of relatively intact masses of rock, to 

fully disintegrated rack avalanches. A wide variety of features reflect the characteristics of 

rock avalanches which had plunged into the valleys and fjords, including: boulder fans, 

lobes and ridges at the proximity of the slope failure, or thin debris-flow deposits found far 

from the event zone. The mechanism for occurrence and triggering of these rock-sloe 

failures are not certain, however, they occurred probably as a result of seismic activity or 

creep movements. In some areas, the effect of glacial unloading during deglaciation could 

be triggering effect of failure. The geographic concentrations of events indicate that 

relatively large earthquakes may have triggered the failures, especially since a number of 

pre-glacial faults were identified in the rock-failure zones. Rock-slope failures that develop 

into rock avalanches are the dominating type of event in Norway, mainly due to high, steep 

topographic relief of Norwegian fjords and valleys, (Blikra, et al., 2005 and 2006). 
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Spatial distribution of events 

NGU researches, e.g. Blikra et al (2002), Blikra et al (2005) & Blikra et al (2006), 

mapped the rock avalanche deposits in Møre & Romsdal, Sogn & Fjordane, and Troms 

counties. Many of the deposits were visited in the field to document the special features, 

while some undergone detailed investigations in the forms of geological mapping, geo-

radar profiling, refraction-seismic profiling and excavations. In addition, structural 

mapping was performed in zones with extensive gravitational faulting.  

Blikra, et al. (2002), published a NGU report containing the preliminary data on 

reginal distribution and timing of events based on geological studies of the area. Geological 

mapping on land and in the fjords in Møre & Romsdal has identified a series of rock-

avalanche events throughout the last 15,000 years. The geographic distribution shows a 

clustering in specific zones (Figure 5. 4 to Figure 5. 6). More than 100 individual events 

larger than 1 mill. m3 have been located, with the largest avalanche estimated to have a 

volume of about 100 mill. m3, in Tafjorden.  

Earlier geological studies, by the same researchers, confirm that several zones have 

been affected by a significant number of large rock avalanches throughout the postglacial 

period as displayed in Figure 5. 4. The distribution of rock-avalanches clearly demonstrates 

that the frequency of events is highest in the inner fjord areas, (Blikra, et al., 2002). 

In Møre & Romsdal county in the northern West Norway, almost 200 individual 

events have been mapped, with distinct concentrations in the inner fjord areas. 

Furthermore, some minor clusters also occur in the outer coastal parts. The largest 

concentration on land is found in Romsdalen, where more than 5 large rock avalanches 

cover almost the entire valley floor; a distance of 25 km. In Tafjorden, more than 10 rock-

avalanche deposits have been mapped in the fjord covering the distance of less than 7 km, 

(Blikra, et al., 2006).  
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Figure 5. 4. Reginal distribution of rock-avalanche events and gravitational fractures in 

Møre & Romsdal county (Blikra, et al., 2002). 

 
Figure 5. 5. Observed rock-avalanche events and potential unstable rock slopes in Møre 

& Romsdal county (Blikra, et al., 2005). Inner frames shows Storfjorden 
area (Figure 5. 6).  
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Figure 5. 6. The spatial distribution and volume estimates of rock avalanches in the 

Storfjorden area, (Blikra, et al., 2005) 

Temporal distribution of events 

Blikra, et al. (2002) and Blikra, et al., (2006) established a dataset consisting of 

rock-avalanche events that have been radiocarbon dated1 (14C), or indirectly dated by use 

of seismic stratigraphy or sea-level curves (Table 5. 1). Dated events in northern Norway 

show that they are old, and occurred in a period shortly after deglaciation. The clusters of 

                                                 

1 Radiocarbon dating (or 14C) is a method for determining the age of an object containing organic 
material by using the properties of radiocarbon, a radioactive isotope of carbon. When the animal or plant 
dies, it stops exchanging carbon with its environment, and from that point onwards the amount of 14C it 
contains begins to decrease as the 14C undergoes radioactive decay. Measuring the amount of 14C in a sample 
from a dead plant or animal provides information that can be used to calculate when the animal or plant died. 
The older a sample is, the less 14C there is to be detected, and because the half-life of 14C (the period of time 
after which half of a given sample will have decayed) is about 5,730 years, the oldest dates that can be reliably 
measured by this process date to around 50,000 years ago, although special preparation methods occasionally 
permit accurate analysis of older samples, (Wikipedia). 
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rock glaciers, originated from massive rock-slope failures, are restricted to areas outside 

the Younger Dryas ice margin. This indicates that they were formed during or before the 

Younger Dryas Period (13,000 to 11,500 calendar years BP). Radiocarbon dated events 

showed that they occurred shortly after deglaciation (10,500 to 11,000 calendar years BP). 

Only a few rock avalanche events are recorded in historical times (Blikra, et al., 2006).  

 

Table 5. 1. Dated rock-avalanche deposits in Møre & Romsdal and Sogn & Fjordane 
counties. Historical events are not list, (Blikra, et al., 2006). (More details 
in: Blikra, et al., 2002). 

 

It has been postulated that most rock avalanches were occurred shortly after the last 

deglaciation. This idea might be correct for some districts in Norway, but the study by 

Blikra, et al., (2006) showed that this idea needs to be modified. The data forwestern 

Norway indicated that many of the rock avalanches there occurred during the last 5,000 

years, possibly with the peak of activity around 3,000 calendar years BP (Table 5. 1). The 

general stratigraphy based on the seismic data in Tafjord shows that individual events are 

spread throughout the postglacial period, but with a higher frequency in the latter half of 

the Holocene. Most of the gravitational fractures and rock avalanches in the outer coastal 
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area of northern West Norway are found to have occurred shortly after the deglaciation 

(15,000 to 14,000 calendar years BP), (Blikra, et al., 2002 and 2006). 

Åknes Landslide Risk Management Project 

In 2004, after observation of cracks showing movement of rock mass in Åknes 

heights in West Norway, the authorities had to make a decision to manage the risk of 

rockslide and probable tsunami afterward. Using remedial engineering measures as an 

option to manage the risk was not feasible since the size of moving rock mass was very 

large and would involve high kinetic energy. Therefore, risk management has to be done 

by implementing effective warning system. Beginning that year, a major project involving 

investigation, monitoring and early warning program established at Åknes. The project 

continued through years and is still going on in the area, providing valuable information 

about behavior of the rockslide mass. 

The monitoring program is done by using a variety of surface and subsurface 

instruments. Movement data collected so far showed continuous movement of rock mass 

during the year, with varying rates during seasonal changes. The rate of movement can 

increase to 1mm a day, during spring due to snowmelt and heavy precipitation, which is 

10 times the annual mean (Blikra, 2012). 

Risk Assessment Procedure 

Eidsvig, et al., (2011) introduced a simple approach in evaluating risk associated 

with the potential tsunamigenic rockslide, by assessing quantitatively hazard, vulnerability, 

and elements at risk. This quantitative risk definition is used extensively in engineering 

applications and is expressed as follows: 

� =  × " × #            ( 71) 
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Where R is the risk of fatality due to landslide, H is the annual probability of 

occurrence of landslide of a certain volume, V is vulnerability of elements at risk (people 

and property), and L is the total value of elements at risk or the total loss. Total annual risk 

of fatality due to landslide can be obtain by summing HVL terms for all possible landslide 

volumes, R=Σ(HVL). 

The work by Eidsvig, et al. (2011) introduced a first notion of risk in Storfjorden 

by using functions relating the risk components given in equation (1), and adding 

uncertainty bounds whenever possible. Eidsvig, et al.’s (2011) proposed method, simply 

relates the risk components through prescribed functions based on historic data or 

theoretical modelling. Figure 5. 7 illustrates a schematic representation of their approach. 

Method of Uncertainty Assessment 

Traditional methods of estimating risk use event trees based on monotonic Boolean 

logic (Lacasse, et al., 2008). Event trees allow for outlining potential scenarios in a discrete 

manner, where each branch of the tree represents a mutually exclusive risk outcome. More 

recent risk assessment methodologies include Bayesian Networks (BN) (Einstein & Sousa 

2007; Medina-Cetina & Nadim 2008), which allow to represent multiple events based on 

causal relationships such as the coupling of multi-hazard processes (e.g. tsunamigenic 

rockslide), and to incorporate different information sources at the time (i.e. monitoring 

data, theoretical modelling and experts’ beliefs). 
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Figure 5. 7. A schematic representation of an approach for risk assessment of 

tsunamigenic rockslide (Eidsvig, et al., 2011). 

HAZARD ASSESSMENT  

Threat from Åknes rockslide is not only from the rockslide itself but also is from 

the tsunami generated by the rockslide. Therefore, the hazard comprises two parts: 1) the 

probability of landslide at Åknes, 2) the probability that landslide leads to tsunami. 

ROCKSLIDE HAZARD 

Some researchers made attempts to find a relationship between magnitude (in terms 

of volume) and frequency of landslide in a certain region by using historical data from 

landslides in that region. Hungr, et al, (1999) found an empirical power-law relationship 

between volume and frequency of rockfalls and rockslides along the main transportation 

corridors of south-western British Columbia in Canada. Using their approach, Blikra et al, 

(2005) could fit a power- law model to historical data for landslides in last 10,000 years in 

the Storfjorden area. Figure 5. 8 shows the annual probability that the landslide volume 

exceeds a given value, computed based on mentioned historical data from Storfjorden area. 
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Figure 5. 8.Annual probability of exceedance of rockslide volume based on historical 

data from landslides occurred within the last 10000 years in Storfjorden area 
(Eidsvig, et al., 2011) 

It should be noted that the data used for regression is the landslide data for whole 

Storfjorden area (not Åknes area in particular). According to Blikra et al. (2005), the values 

shown in Figure 5. 8 should be considered as a lower bound of the rock slide probability 

for Åknes area, since there is certainty on the continuous motion of the Åknes rockslide, 

which means it is imminent that a displacement could result in the generation of a tsunami. 

This is not the case at other sites in Storfjorden. 

In attempt to use site dependent data, result of several studies was used. Studies by 

Kveldsvik et al. (2008) show that about 650,000 m2 of the Åknes rockslide is potentially 

unstable (Figure 5. 1). Further analysis of onsite geological mechanisms derived by 

(Ganerod, et al., 2008) and displacements measured at the slope surface using 

discontinuous deformation analysis (DDA) (Shi & Goodman, 1985) helped to generate a 

block segmentation model. Based on this block model and using the field information about 

depth to the basal sliding surface, it is possible to estimate potential rockslide volumes. In 
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this way, following experts’ idea, after investigating likely sliding rock volumes and their 

corresponding probabilities of occurrence in the area, it was concluded that the shape of 

the probability curve showed in Figure 5. 8 was the same at Åknes, but levelled up, 

representing higher order of magnitudes.  

Tsunami Hazard 

Due to limited historic data from tsunamis in Storfjorden, the researchers such as 

Harbitz (1992) and Løvholt et al. (2005) used numerical simulation to estimate hazard 

measures. The tsunami modeling component for the Åknes risk assessment was conducted 

by Eidsvig, et al. (2011), based on a simplified linear shallow water model described by 

Harbitz and Pedersen (1992). In their model, the landslide was simplified and simulated as 

a flexible box (with round edges) with a prescribed velocity progression. The dimensions 

of the box were defined based on the physical extensions of the slide. The landslide 

propagation followed a straight line in the model. The landslide progression was 

determined by the impact velocity and the run-out distance.  

Table 5. 2 shows rockslide scenarios and slide parameters used in Eidsvig, et al. 

(2011)’s numerical model for tsunami prediction in Storfjorden. In their model, for each 

different rockslide scenarios, rockslide volume was assumed, the run-out distance was 

determined by using a historical database (NGI 2008) for the relation between height, run-

out and volume of rockslide. The impact velocities were then found by running a numerical 

block slide model (PCM2) for different friction coefficients and tuning to match the run-

out lengths determined earlier (Eidsvig, et al., 2011). 

 

                                                 
2 Piecewise Cubic Method for computational fluid dynamics. 
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Table 5. 2. Rockslide scenario and parameters used in numerical simulation of tsunami 
generated by Storfjorden rockslide (Eidsvig, et al., 2011).  

 

In the numerical model of Eidsvig, et al. (2011), the tsunami run-up was determined 

by using the surface elevation of the highest wave of the leading part of the wave train. The 

surface elevation was measured at a single point (time series) outside each location before 

the wave starts to amplify due to shoaling. Using run-up factors of nonlinear waves 

(Pedersen and Gjevik 1983), based on bathymetry and topography of area provided by 

NGU (2007), the run-up was determined by multiplying the measured surface elevations 

with these factors.  

Estimates of run-up heights for the prescribed rockslide volumes are presented in 

Table 5. 3. Results correspond to the 80th percentile estimates. Figure 5. 9 shows visual 

representation of maximum surface elevations from numerical simulation of 35 Mm3 

rockslide scenario. To compute run-up heights for volumes (other than those mentioned in 

the table), the linear interpolation was used.  
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Table 5. 3. Estimated tsunami run up heights at selected location (results of numerical 
simulation by (Eidsvig, et al., 2011). 

 
 

 

Figure 5. 9. Visual representation of Maximum surface elevation (in meters, logarithmic 
scale) from numerical simulation of 35 Mm3 rockslide scenario (Eidsvig, et 

al., 2011). 

 Vulnerability Assessment (V) 

The main concern that initiated Åknes risk management project was the risk of 

tsunami that might follow the rockslide, as it has happened in the past. Eidsvig, et al. (2011) 

used numerical modeling to simulated tsunami generated by the rockslide (of given volume 
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Vol.i) to estimate the tsunami run up heights (Ri ‘s) in any location. The estimated run up 

heights then were used in vulnerability assessment in the area as followed. 

It should be noted that, in Eidsvig, et al., (2011) study, for vulnerability assessment 

some general assumptions and limitations were considered, including: 1) only vulnerability 

for people is considered, i.e. material damage is omitted, 2) the vulnerability considerations 

assume that no warning has been issued. 3) No escape from the event was considered. 

Eidsvig, et al., (2011) calculated the inundation height (IHij), generated by the 

tsunami, at one location, as the difference between run-up (Ri) and elevation height (Ej) at 

the location. This simplification implies an assumption that the water above the inundated 

land is horizontal. 

� s} = �s − 1}             ( 72) 

To make the vulnerability quantification method more general and applicable for 

wider land topographies and population patterns, Eidsvig, et al. (2011) proposed the 

inundation height is as the parameter of reference. Using the data of tsunamis in different 

parts of world, from different sources, Eidsvig, et al. (2011) correlated the vulnerability 

can be correlated to the inundation height. They fit a S-shape mathematical function in 

equation (3) to the vulnerability-inundation height data from tsunami events in different 

parts of the world. 

"ª���������� :				o � D
D§:ºüý%þ��        ( 73) 

In this equation S is the vulnerability, IH represents the inundation height, k and λ 

are constants which should be calibrated. It should be noted that equation (3) doesn’t reach 

zero (for small values of IH), while vulnerability should be a measure between 0 (no harm) 

to 1 (fatally impacted). Thus, the equation should be used with caution for small inundation 

heights (i.e. less than 1m). 
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Therefore having calculated inundation heights (IHij) by equation (2), vulnerability 

(Sj) in location j will be determined using equation (3). Eidsvig, et al. (2011) calculated the 

vulnerability in each region of interest (V) by using the distribution of population in the 

area, as in equation (4): 

"ª���������� 	��	���ℎ	������ � " � ∑�} ∗ o}             ( 74) 

where Fj is the proportion of population living in the area j (with the elevation Ej), and Sj 

is the vulnerability associated with this portion of population, which is calculated by 

equation (3). By using this approach the spatial probability of elements at risk (people) are 

included in the risk analysis. 

Loss (consequence) Assessment (L)  

The quantification of elements at risk (people’s lives) is based on the number of 

people present in the exposed areas averaged over time. The exposed area is defined as the 

area within the inundation limit of the largest rock slide scenario. Averaged estimates of 

elements at risk for the locations of interest are described in Table 5. 4, where it is assumed 

that the inhabitants and tourists are present 50% of the time in the exposed areas. The tourist 

season is assumed to last 2 months with one fourth of the maximum tourist number present 

in the exposed area. The numbers are averaged through the year and through day and night.  

 

Table 5. 4. Averaged number of people in the tsunami-exposed area in Storfjorden 
region, (Blikra, et al., 2006 and Eidsvig, et al., 2011) 
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Risk Assessment (R)  

The risk is estimated in terms of annual risk of fatality in each region due to 

landslide, as in equation (5):  

� � ∑ �%"����ï» � ∑ % %"��� ! "%"��� ! 1%#���ï» 																	( 75) 

where R, H, V and L refer to risk, hazard, vulnerability and losses or elements at risk, 

respectively. Risk is defined as the expected number of fatalities per year averaged over 

several hundreds of years. The value of risk for the whole range of volume intervals is 

found by summing the risk over all the volume intervals. 

The resulting risk estimates by Eidsvig et al. (2011) for the four locations of interest 

in Storfjorden are shown in Table 5. 5 and Table 5. 6, which present the low and high 

bounds corresponding to the vulnerability estimates and volume ranges. The analyses do 

not take into account the existence of the present early warning system. Results included 

in Table 5. 5 are obtained from hazard based on historic data, whereas results included in 

Table 5. 6 are obtained from hazard based on expert’s beliefs. Risk estimates from Table 

5. 6 are higher than Table 5. 5 due to the effect of the site dependency, which is given by 

the local information concentrated at the Åknes site. 

Table 5. 5. Contribution to risk from each volume interval and the aggregated risk for all 
volumes using the failure probabilities from historic data, assuming no 
warning has been issued, (Eidsvig, et al., 2011) 
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Table 5. 6. Contribution to risk from each volume interval and the aggregated risk for all 
volumes using the failure probabilities from experts’ beliefs, assuming no 
warning has been issued, (Eidsvig, et al., 2011) 

 

Event Tree Analysis of Åknes Rockslide Hazard 

As part of hazard and risk assessment, Lacasse, et al. (2008) constructed event trees 

were by gathering the opinion of engineers, scientists and stakeholders. The objective was 

to reach consensus on the hazard, vulnerability and elements at risk (consequences) 

associated with a rockslide and tsunami, quantify the hazard (probability of a rockslide and 

tsunami occurring) and the potential losses (human life and material and environmental 

damage). The probability of occurrence and the risk were obtained through a consolidation 

of all the branches of the event tree. The event tree analysis results in a map of the risk for 

the residents for the municipalities close to Åknes. Figure 5. 10 and Figure 5. 11 show two 

sample event tree analysis done by Lacasse, et al. (2008). The values in these figures are 

just for illustration.  
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Figure 5. 10. Event tree for earthquake-triggered rockslide (M and Amax are earthquake 

magnitude and maximum acceleration, PP is the pore pressure), (Lacasse, et 
al., 2008).   
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Figure 5. 11. Event tree for tsunami propagation, given that rockslide occurred (V: 

rockslide volume, R: run-up height), (Lacasse, et al., 2008).   
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METHOD OF RISK ASSESSMENT AND RISK MANAGEMENT DECISION ANALYSIS USED 

FOR NORWAY CASE IN THIS DISSERTATION  

In this section, the decision made by authorities in 2004 to manage Åknes rockslide 

risk is analyzed. Risk assessment part of decision analysis is done following steps similar 

to the procedure described in previous sections and by using some data from Eidsvig, et al. 

(2011)’s paper. Attempts would be done to consider the situations, risk and loss measures, 

and alternatives similar to what they might consider in their decision analysis. 

 

 
Figure 5. 12. Decision tree 

Cost Estimation 

The annual risk of fatality due to landslide is estimated in terms of number of 

people. In the current research, to present the value of risk as a monetary value (which can 

be compared by costs), the conversion coefficient of 7$MM/person3 is used.  

Assumption which has been made in the calculations of cost and loss values are 

described in the following: 

Cost Estimation of Monitoring and EWS 

Total cost of monitoring and early warning system is composed of following 

elements: 

                                                 
3 http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2008/07/10/american-life-worth-less_n_112030.html 
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�����	���� � 	����	��	1¼ª�)����	 + 	����	��	��)�����������	 +	
+	����	��	�����������	���	Ö)�������/ �.∗

																													����	$�����	��	����������	&1\o	% �. �	        ( 76)	
The cost of provision and implementation of the equipment depends on the extent 

and complexity of the area to be monitored. 

In this research, due to the lack of specific information about the cost of monitoring 

in Åknes project, the values of cost estimations from similar monitoring projects in the 

world (especilly in Europe) is used to approximate the cost of monitoring in the project of 

study; i.e. Åknes.  

Loss/cost Estimation of Evacuation 

The main goal of implementing monitoring and early warning system in the region 

is to notify people and authorities of the upcoming landslide danger, early enough to take 

actions to mitigate the loss. In the area which people already settled down and own home 

and business there, the only option to mitigate the risk is evacuation.   

Cost of evacuation of a community is mainly dependent to the economy and 

production of that community, since when people leave the place they actually leave their 

job and production. In our research, in order to estimate the cost of possible evacuation (in 

Åknes project), gross domestic product or GDP (ppp)4 of the area is used as a measure of 

economy condition. In this part again due to the lack of information about the cost of 

evacuation in Åknes’ project, the values of cost estimations from similar projects in the 

world were used, and GDP of the countries were used to adjust the values based on the 

economy of Norway.  

                                                 
4 GDP ( at ppp) =Gross Domestic Product, a total value of goods produced and services provided in a country 
during one year, measured in terms of Purchasing Power Parity (PPP). 
GDP per capita= GDP for each person = GDP/ (average population) 
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In the decision trees presented in the following pages, it is assumed that the 

evacuation is done completely successfully and therefore the vulnerability (of people) is 

reduced to zero. 

Figure 5. 13 shows the decision tree that could have been assembled in order to 

make a risk management decision (in this case, evacuation) for Åknes Project. The risk 

assessment procedure used in this decision tree is similar to the procedure described in 

previous sections.  

If we have no information on cost of monitoring, EWS and evacuation, it is useful 

to compute the limiting value for them that changes the decision. In other words, if we 

compute the value of monitoring, EWS and evacuation, we are actually computing the 

maximum cost for monitoring, EWS and evacuation. Above this cost, there is no benefit in 

doing those actions. Figure 5. 14 shows the decision tree for finding this limiting value. 

The value can be find by equating the costs of two alternatives. Therefore, the value of 

monitoring, EWS and evacuation or the maximum cost for these risk management actions 

is obtained as follows: 

��'. ����	 � �í + �>î � 6226.20		%$�)      ( 77) 

Effect of Cost and Hazard Level on Optimal Decision 

Figure 5. 15 illustrates how cost, risk and hazard level will change the optimal 

decision. E (alternative) means the expected value of each alternative. In this example, in 

order to eliminate extra unknowns, vulnerability is assumed to be constant (not changing 

with rockslide volume) and equal to 1, meaning that in case of landslide of any volume all 

people are fatally impacted. This assumption also helps to estimate the maximum risk 

corresponding to the hazard level and the max value that can be spent on monitoring, EWS 

and evacuation.  
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Figure 5. 13. Decision tree for taking risk management action (evacuation) or not. 

 
Figure 5. 14. Decision tree for finding value of monitoring, EWS and evacuation  
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Figure 5. 15. Illustration of change in optimal decision depending on cost, risk and hazard 

level  

In Figure 5. 15 for any level of landslide hazard (ΣH), the maximum cost of 

monitoring, EWS and evacuation that is optimal to be spent, can be found from the graph 

as shown by the example in the figure. 

Value of Perfect Information 

Figure 5. 16 shows the posterior analysis to obtain the value of perfect information 

(about the rockslide scenario) that might be obtained for instance from monitoring project 

in the area. 

Figure 5. 17 illustrates the expected values of alternatives as a function of rockslide 

hazard level. The point of indifference between the preference of alternatives, (EMV (A) 

= EMV (B), i.e. where expected monetary values of two alternatives are equal), is shown; 
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for hazard level lower than this point option A (no action) is optimal and for higher values 

of hazard option B (monitoring, EWS and evacuation) is the optimal alternative.  

Expected monetary value (EMV) of perfect test is also shown as a function of 

hazard level in Figure 5. 17. Values of perfect information (VPI) are shown with black 

arrows. It is reasonable that VPI is zero when hazard (probability of event) is zero or one; 

since for these two deterministic extreme cases the optimal option can be found without 

the need for additional information. 

 

 
Figure 5. 16.  Decision tree for finding value of “perfect” additional information (VPI) 

before making decision 
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Figure 5. 17. EMV of alternatives as a function of hazard level (in logarithmic space)  

There is a third point in graph of Figure 5. 17 where VPI is zero, and it is the 

intersection of EMV (B) and EMV (perfect test). This indicates that in the mentioned point, 

alternative B is definitely the optimal choice and there is no need for additional 

information.  
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APPLICATION OF DECISION ENTROPY THEORY TO THE PROBLEM 

Case I) Decision Analysis with two Decision Alternatives:  

In this section, decision analysis for West Norway rockslide risk management 

project is presented to demonstrate the application of Decision Entropy Theory. In this 

example the decision alternatives are: A: no action (accept the risk), and B: mitigation (e.g. 

evacuation), (Figure 5. 18).  

 

 
Figure 5. 18. Decision tree for the example landslide risk management decision analysis 

(2 decision alternatives).  

In order to compare the decision alternatives, utility function is defined as in 

equation (8). Note that the utility function is designed so that the values of utility changes 

between zero (worst condition) and one (best condition).  

ª	%�, "	, �í) = 1 − c�×�×Ä	%$í)§%ñô	)		%$í)Ä	%$í) e = 1 − %� × " − ��)																		( 78) 

In equation (8), F is annual chance of hazard, V is vulnerability of elements at risk 

(in this case: people), L is total possible loss or fatality ($M) due landslide, and therefore 

� = F × V × L  is the annual risk of fatality due to landslide.  C� is the annual cost of EWS 

and evacuation ($M), however, to make the values dimensionless, Cr or the cost ratio 

%�� = �Ä ) is used in the analysis. Vulnerability (V) is a dimensionless parameter between 

0 to 1, which is a function of volume (or magnitude) of landslide (Vol.).  

The resulting utility functions for the alternatives simplify to following forms: 
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ª{ = 1 − � × "	            (79) 

ªó = 1 − ��                (80) 

The information potential for each alternative is defined as the difference between the 

utility of the alternative and the maximum utility, as in equations (11) and (12).  

∆ª{ = ª{ − ª÷Îø	%{,ó)				     (81) 

∆ªó = ªó − ª÷Îø	%{,ó)				     (82) 

Where if the information potential ∆ªs = 0, the alternative i is preferred, and if ∆ªs a 0, 

the alternative i is not preferred. The method described in previous sections is used for cost 

estimation.  

In this example vulnerability of elements at risk (i.e. people) to rockslide is defined 

as a function of volume of rockslide, assuming the following equation. It is assumed that 

vulnerability (V), in case alternative A is selected, is a bi-linear function of volume of 

rockslide (Vol), represented by following equation: 

"{ = Û 0.01 × "��.								���	"��. a 100	����.�l
1																													���	"��. ≥ 100	����.�l									( 83) 

For the case of �� = �í/# = 0.1, Figure 5. 19 shows the information potential of 

each alternative as bi-variate functions of annual probability (F) and volume of rockslide 

(Vol), which are the main parameters in this study. 

Indifference Curve 

Figure 5. 20 shows a 2-D curve which is the result of intersection between the 

information potential surfaces of two alternatives (or intersection of the cost or utility 

surfaces of each alternative) in the graph of Figure 5. 19. This 2-D curve can be called 

indifference curve, and it is a homographic (or hyperbola) curve, represented by equation 

(14). 
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Figure 5. 19. Graph of information potential of alternatives as functions of annual 

probability and volume of rockslide, (for Cr=0.1) 

������ 	��	p����������	p = ������ 	��	p���������	Ç 

1 − � × "{ = 1 − �¹ 						 ∴ 				 "{ = ñ¹;dï*ð3ÎÐ�		
� 			      ( 84) 

Where vulnerability, V, is a homographic function of annual frequency, F, in the 

indifference condition. This homographic function has one vertical asymptote at � = 0, 

and one horizontal asymptote at " = 0. But the actual limits of F and V in this problem is 

0 a � a 1 (annual probability of rockslide) and 0 a " a 1 (vulnerability of people to 

rockslide). 
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In the case that cost ratio is 
ñô	%$í)Ä	%$í) = ��	, vulnerability in the indifference curve is 

equal to 	"{ = 		ñ¹	
�  , therefore, both the vulnerability (V) and (F) in the indifference curve 

change between Cr value and 1. The resulting curve is shown in Figure 5. 20. 

 

 
Figure 5. 20. The indifference curve (contour of uA= uB or ∆uA= ∆uB) or intersection of 

surfaces information potential of alternatives in Figure 5. 19. 

Since in this example vulnerability is defined so that it has a linear relationship with 

volume of rockslide, the indifference curve can also be shown as a function of 

corresponding volume of rockslide (second vertical axis in Figure 5. 20).  

Satisfying Axioms of Decision Entropy Theory 

Based on the first axiom of decision entropy theory, in order to have maximum 

entropy in outcomes, the states in which each alternative is preferred or not preferred 

should be equally probable.  

uA= uB or  ∆uA= ∆uB 
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Second axiom of DET requires that possible degrees of preference (or non-zero 

values of information potential), are equally probable. Therefore, satisfying axiom 1 and 2 

simultaneously leads to the uniform probability distributions (PDF) with as shown in 

Figure 5. 21, for the case with the cost ratio of Cr=0.1. 

 

 
Figure 5. 21. Non-informative prior probability distributions for information potential of 

each alternatives, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for �� � 0.1).  

The probability mass of each given segment in Figure 5. 21 corresponds to a given 

set of ∆ª contours (i.e. curves of constant ∆ª), similar to those shown in Figure 5. 22 

 

Probability Density 

Probability  
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Figure 5. 22. Example set of ∆u contours in any segment in Figure 5. 21. These curves 
are intersection of information potential surface (Figure 5. 19) with 

horizontal planes of constant utility value.  

The probability mass associated with each group of contours is distributed 

uniformly along the contour. 

The resulting non-informative prior joint probability distributions of annual 

probability of landslide (F) and volume of landslide (Vol.), obtained by satisfying the 

axioms of DET simultaneously, are shown in Figure 5. 23 (as probability mass function) 

and Figure 5. 24 (as probability density function), for the case with the cost ratio of Cr=0.1.  

Such probability distributions resulting from Decision Entropy Theory are used in 

Bayesian analysis as non-informative starting points or prior sample space which are 

proved to provide maximum entropy in variables and the greatest lack of information for 

decision. 
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Figure 5. 23. Non-informative prior joint PMF of annual probability and volume of 

rockslide, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for �� = 0.1). 
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Figure 5. 24. Non-informative prior joint PDF of annual probability and volume of 

landslide, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for �� = 0.1). 

Bayesian Analysis 

In this section, non-informative prior joint probability distribution obtained in the 

previous section is used to perform Bayesian analysis. The historical data of rockslides 

occurred during past 12,000 years in More & Romsdal County, W Norway, (Table 5. 7), 

based on Blikra, et al. (2006), is considered. The likelihood function of this data is 

calculated for any pair of annual probability (Fi) and volume, Vol.j of rockslide, using 

binomial distribution function. As discussed in Example 4-3 in Chapter 4, the number of 

occurrences in Table 5. 7 are considered as lower bounds, meaning that at least &} 

rockslides with the volume in each range ���_»ïF} < "�� < ���_æÂ} have occurred during 

past 12,000 years. The graph of likelihood function is presented in Figure 5. 25. In addition, 

similar to Example 4-4 in Chapter 4, the chance of irrelevancy of historical data to future 
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events is considered; i.e. it is assumed that it is 50% probable that the data is relevant, and 

50% probable that the data is not relevant (i.e. flat likelihood).  

Table 5. 7. Rockslide data from past 12000 years in More & Romsdal County, W Norway 
(Source of raw data: Blikra et al., 2006) 

Rockslide Volume 
(mill. m3) Occurrence 

Lower 
bound 

Upper 
bound  X 

0 0.1 19 

0.1 0.5 38 

0.5 1 14 

1 5 30 

5 10 7 

10 50 2 

50 >100 4 

Total Number of Occ. 114 

 
Figure 5. 25. Likelihood of rockslide data of Table 5. 7, if at least this number of events 

have occurred during past 12,000 years. The chance of irrelevancy of data is 
considered 50% in formulating the likelihood function.  
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The posterior (updated) joint probability distributions resulting from Bayesian 

analysis using the likelihood of Figure 5. 25, are shown in Figure 5. 26 and Figure 5. 27, 

for the case with the cost ratio of Cr=0.1. The expected values of characteristic parameters 

are compared in Table 5. 8.  

Table 5. 8. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and other 
characteristic random variables, given each of two alternatives is selected, 
(for �� = 0.1). 

 Prior Posterior 

 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=A Alti= B 

E(F|Alt i) 0.4407 0.4241 0.5028 0.4515 

E(V|Alt i) 0.4924 0.4313 0.5234 0.4538 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 49.24 43.13 52.34 45.38 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.2456 -0.0273 -0.276 -0.0278 

Preferred Alt. B B 

 

Figure 5. 26 and Figure 5. 27 show that updated probability distribution reflects 

both prior probability distribution and the likelihood function.  
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Figure 5. 26. Posterior joint PMF of annual probability and volume of landslide, (for 

�� = 0.1). 
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Figure 5. 27. Posterior joint PDF of annual probability and volume of landslide, (for �� = 0.1). 
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Figure 5. 28. Prior and posterior marginal probability distributions (for �� = 0.1). 

0.1 0.1 

Prior Posterior 
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Case II) Decision Analysis with three Decision Alternatives:  

In this section, decision analysis for West Norway rockslide risk management 

project is presented for the case where there are three alternatives decision available. The 

objective of this section is to demonstrate the application of Decision Entropy Theory in 

the real-world landslide risk management problems, and applicability of the theory to 

problems with any number of decision alternatives. In this example there decision 

alternatives are: A: no action (accept the risk), B: immediate evacuation, C: monitoring and 

implementing early warning systems (EWS) to take action or evacuate people when 

needed. (Figure 5. 29).  

 

 
Figure 5. 29. Decision tree for the example landslide risk management decision analysis 

(Three decision alternatives).  

The following equations are considered to define the cost of alternatives in this 

example. In the case of alternative C, the possibility that the early warning system fails and 

therefore the risk of fatality due to landslide exists is taken into consideration.    

����	p = � × " × #				       (85) 
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����	Ç = �>î            (86) 

����	� = ]$%1\o	�����) × � × " + $%1\o	`���) × 0_ + �í�> 	        (87) 

To make the cost functions non-dimensional, we normalized the costs of mitigation (�>î 

for immediate evacuation, �í�> 	for monitoring and EWS) by the loss due to landslide (L);  

i.e. ��1 = ñ��Ä  , ��2 = ñô��Ä  . 

We assume it is 50% probable that the early warning system (EWS) fails and 50% probable 

that it works perfectly.  

The utility function for the alternatives are defined as follows:  

ª{ = 1 − � × "		       (88) 

ªó = 1 − ��1         (89) 

ªñ = 1 − ]0.5 × � × " + 0.5 × 0_ − ��2 = 1 − 	0.5 × � × " − ��2       (90) 

Therefore the information potential for each of the alternatives is defined as follows:  

∆ª{ = ª{ − ª÷Îø	%{,ó,ñ)				     (91) 

∆ªó = ªó − ª÷Îø	%{,ó,ñ)				     (92) 

∆ªñ = ªñ − ª÷Îø	%{,ó,ñ)				     (93) 

For the case of ��1 = 0.1	&	��2 = 0.01, Figure 5. 30 shows the information 

potential of each alternative as bi-variate functions of annual probability (F) and volume 

of rockslide (Vol). 

Following the procedure described in the previous example, the non-informative 

prior probability distribution for the information potential of each alternative is discretized 

and the probabilities are distributed uniformly along the corresponding ∆ª contours. The 

resulting non-informative prior joint probability distributions of annual probability of 

landslide (F) and volume of landslide (Vol.), obtained by satisfying the axioms of DET 

simultaneously, are shown in Figure 5. 31 (as probability mass function) and Figure 5. 32 
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(as probability density function), for the case with the cost ratio of ��1 = 0.1	&	��2 =
0.01.  
 

 
Figure 5. 30. Graph of information potential of alternatives as functions of annual 

probability and volume of rockslide, (for Cr1=0.1, Cr2=0.01) 

The posterior (updated) joint probability distributions resulting from Bayesian 

analysis using the likelihood of Figure 5. 25, are shown in Figure 5. 33 and Figure 5. 34, 

for the case with the cost ratio of Cr=0.1. The expected values of characteristic parameters 

are compared in Table 5. 9.  
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Non-informative prior joint PMF of annual probability and volume of rockslide, based on 

Decision Entropy Theory, (for ��1 = 0.1, ��2 = 0.01). 
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Figure 5. 31. Non-informative prior joint PMF of annual probability and volume of 

rockslide, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for ��1 = 0.1, ��2 = 0.01). 
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Figure 5. 32. Non-informative prior joint PDF of annual probability and volume of 

rockslide, based on Decision Entropy Theory, (for ��1 = 0.1, ��2 = 0.01). 
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Figure 5. 33. Posterior joint PMF of annual probability and volume of rockslide, (for ��1 = 0.1, �� = 0.01). 
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Figure 5. 34. Posterior joint PDF of annual probability and volume of rockslide, (for ��1 = 0.1, �� = 0.01). 
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Table 5. 9. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and other 
characteristic random variables, given each of three alternatives is selected, 
(for ��1 = 0.1, ��2 = 0.01). 

 Prior Posterior 

 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.4175 0.4691 0.5385 0.4883 0.4989 0.5518 

E(V|Alt i) 0.4962 0.4739 0.5341 0.5249 0.4986 0.5448 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 49.62 47.39 53.41 52.49 49.86 54.48 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.2462 -0.0273 -0.1124 -0.2818 -0.0277 -0.115 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Rank of preference 3 1 2 3 1 2 

 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

To study the effect of values of cost ratios on the results of the previous example, 

sensitivity analysis is performed for different pairs of cost ratios. Table 5. 10 shows the 

summary of results for different cost ratios. The graphs of information potential for 

different cases are presented in Figure 5. 35. The non-informative prior probability 

distributions for different cost ratios are shown in Figure 5. 36. The corresponding posterior 

probability distributions are presented in Figure 5. 37. The prior and posterior marginal 

probability distribution for different cost ratios are presented in Figure 5. 38 through Figure 

5. 43. 
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Table 5. 10. Prior and posterior expected values of information potential and other 
characteristic random variables, given each of three alternatives is selected. 
Summary of results for different cost ratios (sensitivity analysis). 

case 1 Prior Posterior 

Cr1=0.1, Cr2=0.01 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.4175 0.4691 0.5385 0.4883 0.4989 0.5518 

E(V|Alt i) 0.4962 0.4739 0.5341 0.5249 0.4986 0.5448 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 49.62 47.39 53.41 52.49 49.86 54.48 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.2462 -0.0273 -0.1124 -0.2818 -0.0277 -0.115 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Rank of preference 3 1 2 3 1 2 

case 2 Prior Posterior 

Cr1=0.01, Cr2=0.01 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.402 0.4085 0.335 0.4762 0.4375 0.6812 

E(V|Alt i) 0.4829 0.3406 0.3384 0.5123 0.3575 0.6813 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 48.29 34.06 33.84 51.23 35.75 68.13 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.2706 -0.0027 -0.125 -0.3134 -0.0027 -0.2538 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Rank of preference 3 1 2 3 1 2 

case 3 Prior Posterior 

Cr1=0.1, Cr2=0.001 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.3849 0.4888 0.5397 0.4678 0.5192 0.5573 

E(V|Alt i) 0.5175 0.4892 0.5155 0.5519 0.5145 0.5299 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 51.75 48.92 51.55 55.19 51.45 52.99 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.2465 -0.0273 -0.1098 -0.2912 -0.0278 -0.1132 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Rank of preference 3 1 2 3 1 2 
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Table 5.10 (continued). Prior and posterior expected values of information 
potential and other characteristic random variables, given each of three alternatives is 

selected. Summary of results for different cost ratios (sensitivity analysis). 

case 4 Prior Posterior 

Cr1=0.01, Cr2=0.001 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.3696 0.3771 0.5091 0.4514 0.404 0.3176 

E(V|Alt i) 0.5027 0.3524 0.4269 0.5364 0.3702 0.4307 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 50.27 35.24 42.69 53.64 37.02 43.07 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.271 -0.0027 -0.1348 -0.3215 -0.0027 -0.1369 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Rank of preference 3 1 2 3 1 2 

case 5 Prior Posterior 

Cr1=0.01, Cr2=0.1 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

 Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.402 0.4085 0.2902 0.4762 0.4375 0.6588 

E(V|Alt i) 0.4829 0.3406 0.2942 0.5123 0.3575 0.6591 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 48.29 34.06 29.42 51.23 35.75 65.91 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.2706 -0.0027 -0.146 -0.3134 -0.0027 -0.3296 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Rank of preference 3 1 2 2 1 3 

case 6 Prior Posterior 

Cr1=0.9, Cr2=0.1 Alternative Selected, Alt i Alternative Selected, Alt i 

  Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C Alt i=A Alt i=B Alt i=C 

E(F|Alt i) 0.4756 0.22 0.491 0.5354 0.644 0.5216 

E(V|Alt i) 0.5169 0.2235 0.4911 0.5512 0.6443 0.5167 

E(Vol|Alt i) (mill.m3) 51.69 22.35 49.11 55.12 64.43 51.67 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.1091 -0.2047 -0.0273 -0.1213 -0.5783 -0.0278 

Preferred Alt. C C 

Rank of preference 2 3 1 2 3 1 
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Figure 5. 35. Graphs of information potential of alternatives as functions of annual 
probability and volume of rockslide, for different cost ratios (Cr1, Cr2) 
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Figure 5. 36. Non-informative prior joint probability mass distributions of annual 
probability and volume of rockslide, based on Decision Entropy Theory, for 

different cost ratios (Cr1, Cr2). 
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Figure 5. 37. Posterior joint probability mass distributions of annual probability and 
volume of rockslide, based on Decision Entropy Theory, for different cost 

ratios (Cr1, Cr2). 
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Figure 5. 38. Prior marginal PMFs of annual probability of rockslide, different cost ratios. 
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Figure 5. 39. Prior marginal PMFs of volume of rockslide, different cost ratios. 
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Figure 5. 40. Prior marginal PMFs of information potential of alternatives, different cost 

ratios. 
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Figure 5. 41. Posterior marginal PMFs of annual probability of rockslide, different cost 

ratios. 
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Figure 5. 42. Posterior marginal PMFs of volume of rockslide, different cost ratios. 
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Figure 5. 43. Posterior marginal PMFs of information potential of alternatives, different 

cost ratios. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION OF THE ANALYSES 

By comparing the graphs presented above, the following remarks can be made: 

� Information potential and preference of alternatives:  

In graphs of information potential of alternatives (Figure 5. 30 and Figure 5. 35), 

the plane of zero information potential corresponds to the preferred alternative for any 

given pair of annual frequency (F) and volume of rockslide (Vol) on the plane. In all cases 

(with different cost ratios), alternative A (no action) is preferred in the region close to the 

corner of (F=0, Vol=0) where the risk of fatality due to landslide is negligible and therefore 

the risk is regarded as acceptable, and no action seems necessary. On the other hand, in all 

cases, alternative B (immediate evacuation) is preferred in the region of graph with both 

medium to large annual frequency and medium to large rockslide volumes, where the risk 

of loss due to landslide is high. Alternative B remains preferred in the mentioned region 

toward the extreme corner of (F=1, Vol=volmax), meaning that when both annual 

frequency and volume of rockslide (and therefore the consequence) are high, the optimal 

decision is to eliminate the risk completely (i.e. in this case: immediate evacuation). 

However, alternative C (monitoring and early warning system) is preferred only in a 

relatively small region of the graph with lower annual frequency and smaller rockslide 

volume, where the risk of loss due to landslide is relatively low (yet not acceptable). 

Preference of alternative C in this region means that in case of low risk of loss due to 

landslide, alternative C (monitoring and early warning system) might be more optimal than 

alternative B (immediate evacuation), however, this state of preference might be changed 

depending to the cost ratio of alternative C (Cr2) compared to cost ratio of alternative B 

(Cr1). In the cases where cost of elimination of risk (i.e. evacuation) is relatively low, the 

region (pairs of F and Vol) where alternative B is preferred is relatively larger and much 

smaller regions are left where alternative C is preferred. In the cases where cost of 
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monitoring and early warning system are relatively higher, (e.g. case 2 and 5), alternative 

C is not preferred at any of the possible states of risk.  

Prior marginal probability distributions of information potential in Figure 5. 40, 

which are obtained by satisfying axioms of Decision Entropy Theory, show in general 

distribution for alternative B is closer to zero information potential, making it on average 

the preferred alternative of all cases. 

� Non-informative prior joint probability distributions: 

Recalling the axioms of Decision Entropy Theory: in the non-informative sample 

space, the states in which each alternative is preferred and the states in which each 

alternative is not preferred are equally probable. The degrees of preference of alternatives 

are equally probable too. Therefore, given each alternative is selected, the non-informative 

prior probability distribution is designed so that it is 50% probable that information 

potential is zero (alternative is preferred) and 50% probable that information potential is 

negative (the alternative is not preferred). In addition the probabilities are distributed 

uniformly on the range of possible values of negative information potential. The resulting 

prior probability distributions of Figure 5. 31 and Figure 5. 36 reflect these statements. 

According to the graphs of information potential of alternatives (Figure 5. 30 and 

Figure 5. 35), the range of non-zero (negative) information potential for alternative A is 

greater than the corresponding range for alternative C, because of the definition of utility 

functions and the values of cost ratios. Therefore the uniform probability density along this 

range (based on axiom 2) has a higher value for C than B, for a total of 50% probability 

distributed along that range, (see prior marginal probability distributions of information 

potential in Figure 5. 40). Considering this explanation, Figure 5. 31 and Figure 5. 36 show 

in all cases of different cost ratios (except case 5 which is slightly different), the prior joint 

distribution for alternative C has the greatest peak in the corner of (F=1, Vol=volmax), 
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where there is a greatest risk of loss due to fatality. Other parts of prior joint probability 

distributions are the reflection of the facts mentioned above about the region of preference 

of alternatives. 

� Non-informative prior marginal probability distributions: 

According to the prior marginal probability distributions of annual frequency, 

(Figure 5. 38), in most the cases, the distribution if alternative B is selected is 

approximately uniform except in very small frequencies. The distribution if alternative A 

is selected, in all the cases has 2 peaks one in very small annual frequencies (where the 

preferred alternative is generally alternative A) and on in large annual frequencies close to 

1 (where alternative B is generally preferred). The reason for these shapes of distribution 

is the fact that the axioms of theory are meant to make the prior probabilities non-

informative, and the preference or not-preference of each alternative equally probable. 

� Posterior probability distributions compared to prior distributions: 

Comparing the posterior probability distributions (whether joint or marginal) with 

corresponding prior probability distributions shows similar trends in both prior and 

posterior distributions of same variable, if same alternative is selected. This shows 

likelihood is not too informative, especially because it is taking to account the irrelevancy 

of data and the number of occurrences as lower bounds. 

CONCLUSION AND INSIGHTS FROM DECISION ENTROPY THEORY 

Based on the results of the analyses of this chapter and the previous chapter, the 

following fundamental insights can be gained from the Decision Entropy Theory: 

Risk: Risk is defined as a measure of probability of adverse event and the 

consequence of that event, therefore in the analyses, wherever the risk (probability times 

consequence) associated with selection of each alternative i is higher than the risk or cost 
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of other alternatives, the alternative i becomes less-preferred. The increase in risk might be 

due to higher probability of failure (or adverse event) or higher consequence of the adverse 

event, or both of these. 

Information Potential: The information potential is a rational and consistent 

parameter to be used in comparison of degrees of preference of any number of alternatives. 

Zero information potential of an alternative shows that the alternative is preferred. Negative 

information potential shows how much one would like to pay (in the unit of utility)  so that 

the utility given alternative reaches to the utility of preferred alternative. In other words 

information potential of an alternative at any state of nature shows how far it is (in terms 

of utility) compared to the preferred alternative. 

Making Decision: The analyses of this chapter showed that, in general, when the 

risk is very high (either the probability of adverse event or the consequence of that event 

or both of them are very high), the alternative which completely (or to the highest degree) 

eliminates the risk would be the optimal alternative. In the cases where the risk is very 

small and tolerable (of course with proper consideration of definition of the threshold for 

the tolerable risk), then it might be harmless to accept the risk and no action might not be 

necessary. In the situations in between these two extremes, the alternative with lower cost 

and the lowest degree of uncertainty as well as level of consequence would be optimal. 

Incorporating Information: Unlike classic (frequentist) statistical methods, 

Bayesian approach is a proper approach to incorporate the newest available data and 

information into the probability assessment and decision analysis. It gives the ability to 

update the prior hypothesis and probabilities whenever new data becomes available. 

Likelihood function can work as a filter to update the hypothesis based on the available 

site specific data, by amplifying and de-amplifying the probabilities of certain values of 

model parameters. In the Bayesian analysis, however, care should be exercised to not to 
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include the information (more than what we actually know) and the unnecessary and 

unrealistic assumptions in both the likelihood function and the prior probability 

distributions. The irrelevancy of data to the specific case in the different spatial or temporal 

context should be taken into consideration.  

SUMMARY OF THE CHAPTER   

In this chapter, West Norway rockslide risk management problem was studied and 

analyzed in order to demonstrate the application of Decision Entropy Theory in decision 

analysis for real-world landslide risk management problems. The non-informative prior 

probability distribution, obtained by satisfying DET axioms, is then used in Bayesian 

analysis to find posterior probability distribution. The fundamental insights gained from 

the Decision Entropy Theory are discussed at the end of this chapter.   
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Chapter 6:  Application of Decision Entropy Theory in Oso 2014 
Landslide Case Study 

INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter, the risk assessment and management of a Oso (Washington) 

landslide is used as a case study. First, a summary of conditions which led to the March 

2014 failure is presented. Next, the available data is used to formulate the likelihood 

function so that the model takes into account the non-stationary events. The non-

informative prior sample space is established using Decision Entropy Theory, and the 

Bayesian analysis is performed. The objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the 

application of Decision Entropy Theory in a real-world landslide risk management problem 

and to observe how this theory accounts for extreme uncertainties. In addition, more 

realistic and wiser formulation of likelihood function is presented. 

OSO 2014 LANDSLIDE PROBLEM  

In March 22, 2014, a catastrophic landslide occurred 4 miles east of Oso, 

Washington (Figure 6. 1). A large unstable portion of the hill collapsed, and the mud and 

debris flew toward downhill, across North Fork of the Stillaguamish River, dammed the 

river, closed the state route, and destroyed the entire community including loss of 43 lives 

and 49 houses. The debris run out distance was ten times greater than what was expected 

based on historical data (Keaton, et al., 2014). The volume of moving soil mass was about 

8.3 million m3. 

Keaton, et al., (2014) and Armstrong, et al., (2014) have reviewed the history of the 

area in terms of environmental changes throughout decades. Reviewing the history 

revealed several remarks:  
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Figure 6. 1. Oso, Washington: a) before landslide (2012), b) after March 2014 landslide, 

(Source of pictures: Wallstreet Journal Website) 
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• Throughout years, since 1918, several logging projects were executed in the 

area, some of them happened to be in the sensitive zone prone to landslide. 

Therefore, the vegetation cover was changing from time to time. 

• High water in Stillaguamish river was continuously eroding the toe of the slope; 

pushing its way north. The shape of sharp river meander caused high speed flow 

and erosion of bank on one side and deposition on another side of the river bank. 

Therefore, throughout years, the shape of river was continuously changing; the 

destabilized portion of slope with the eroded toe failed, blocked a portion of 

river, and changed its geometry, the river then continued to push its way back 

to the north and eroded the materials at the toe of slope. This circle of 

phenomena continued gaining positive feedback from each process.  

• In late 1920s, the slide became evident for the first time. Throughout decades, 

several landslides of different volumes had occurred in the area, changed the 

geometry of slope and river, destabilized a larger portion of the slope, and 

caused successive landslides. The most recent prior activity took place in 2006, 

when a landslide known as the "Hazel Landslide" occurred and blocked the 

North Fork Stillaguamish River. This 2006 landslide traveled over 100 m but 

came to rest before reaching the Steelhead Haven neighborhood. 

• From about 1930, few houses were built in the area. In 1959, the Snohomish 

County gave approval to a real estate developer’s plan to sell 82 lots for 

residential cabins on the lands across the river from the hill (Seattle Times, 

2014). Throughout years, more and more houses were built in the area, even 

after 2006 major landslide. Therefore, the number of elements at risk had 

increased through years. 
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• The amount of precipitation had some changes throughout years. Specifically, 

in March 2014, the amount of precipitation had increased compared to the 

amount in similar days of past years. The landslide occurred immediately after 

a three-week period that was marked by unusually high levels of rainfall locally. 

All above conditions incorporated to cause the catastrophic landslide of March 

2014 at Oso. Aerial photos taken through years in Oso area show the environmental 

changes through time (Figure 6. 2). The Oso Landslide initiated within an approximately 

200-m-high hillslope comprised of unconsolidated glacial and colluvial (i.e., previous 

landslide) deposits. It turned to a huge debris flow or "mudslide" and rapidly inundated the 

"Steelhead Haven” neighborhood.  

In Oso landslide risk assessment, the faultiest assumption was to consider that the 

conditions were stationary and therefore, the historical data is completely applicable to and 

representative of future. However, as described above, the environmental conditions were 

continuously changing from time to time. The consequence would not be this disastrous if 

predictions showed that such large landslide and long run-out distance are probable. 
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Figure 6. 2. Aerial photos of environmental changes in Oso area through time, 1931 to 

2014, (Source of photo collection: Armstrong, et al., (2014) article in 
Seattle-Times Website) – Modified from original.  

Photos are taken by several entities: Miller, D.J.; 
University of Washington; Snohomish County; WA 
Dept. of Natural Resources; USGS; US Dept. of 
Agriculture; WA Dept. of Transportation. 
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LIKELIHOOD FUNCTION TO MODEL RECURRENCE OF EVENTS 

Following Cornell and Winterstein (1988)’s approach (mentioned in chapter 2) 

where recurrence time of characteristic earthquake events was modeled by a Weibull 

random variable, in this chapter, the recurrence time of characteristic landslide events are 

considered as a Weibull random variable. 

Considering recurrence time, T, as a Weibull random variable, with parameters c 

and m, results in the following equation for probability of exceedance: 

� ≈ "�										���		0 ≤ "� ≤ 1																					���					� = 1%�)�! ≈ 		1%�)"�!  

$]� ^ �_ = expi−c3de fgj = expi− c��!		3>%�)e
f��j ; 													0 ≤ "� ≤ 1														( 94) 

Where E(T) is the mean recurrence time of characteristic landslides, and "� is the 

coefficient of variation of recurrence time. The range assumed for coefficient of variation, 

0 ≤ "� ≤ 1, is logical for the case of landslides, since it might take some time for the 

conditions to develop again and lead to failure. 

For example, The probability of failure, $�, or the probability of occurrence of a 

characteristic landslide during design life of the developments, (e.g. t=100 years), is 

obtained from the Weibull distribution function introduced for recurrence time: 

$� = $]� a �_ = 1 − expi− c��!	3>%�)e
f��j             ( 95) 

Historical data of landslide events in Oso area shows that, before 2014 event, at 

least two prehistoric characteristic failures had occurred during past 15,000 years (i.e. since 

glaciation), which formed the Whitman Bench. Haugerud (2014) used the 2013 Lidar 

survey to identify at least 15 landslides of smaller sizes (compared to prehistoric slides), 

occurred in four relative age classes, in the vicinity of Oso (Figure 6. 3). Last characteristic 

landslide event was Rowan landslide which is estimated to have occurred at least 200 years 

before 2014 event. Before 2014, the two characteristic events were not known.  
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Figure 6. 3. Relative age classes of pre-2014 landslides in the immediate vicinity of the 
2014 Oso Landslide (The Original figure is from Haugerud (2014). The 

figure is modified from its original form.) 

With this information, the likelihood function can be obtained for two stages: before 

2014 and after 2014. 

Before 2014 (not knowing about 2 characteristic events): no characteristic 

landslide had occurred in the previous 15,000 years. Therefore, for given 1%�)	 and "� , 

the likelihood function would be obtained as in the following equation and it is shown in 

Figure 6. 4. 

$%� ^ 15000) = 1 − ��%� = 15000) = exp�−� "�!1%�) %15000)�
D��� 
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Figure 6. 4. Likelihood function with the data before 2014: No occurrences in past 15000 

years 

Before 2014 (knowing about 2 characteristic events): At least two characteristic 

landslides had occurred in the previous 15,000 years. Therefore, for given 1%�)	 and "� , 

the likelihood function (before 2014) would be obtained as in equation (3), and it is shown 

in Figure 6. 5. 

 

$v&3;D�,<<< ≥ 2w1%�), "�x = 1 − ]$v&3;D�,<<< = 0x + $v&3;D�,<<< = 1x_
= 	1 − ´1 + % "�!1%�) %15,000)) D��µ �-% ��!>%�)%D�,<<<))

f��
 

( 96) 
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Figure 6. 5. Likelihood function with the data before 2014: at least 2 occurrences in past 
15000 years 

After 2014: At least 2 occurrences in the previous 15,000 years, and 2014 event 

was at least 200 years after the last occurrence. Therefore, for given 1%�)	 and "� , the 

likelihood function (after 2014) would be obtained as in equation (4), and it is shown in 

Figure 6. 6. 

$v�1 ^ 200	 ����	 ∩ &3;D�,<<<-3f ≥ 2w"� , 1%�)x
= ³ $v&3;D�,<<<-3f ≥ 2|�D, 1%�), "�x$%�D = �D|1%�), "�)
3f;D�,<<<

3f;B<<
= 

= ³ è1 − ´1 + % "�!1%�) ∗ %15,000 − �D)) D��µ �-% ��!>%�)%D�,<<<-3f))
f��é

3f;D�,<<<

3f;B<<
∗ $%�D = �D|1%�), "�) 

( 97) 

Where $%�D = �D|1%�), "�) = ��%�D + ∆�) − ��%�D − ∆�) = ���%�D) 
And ��%�) = 1 − exp i−c ��!>%�) �e

f��j 
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Figure 6. 6. Likelihood function with the data after 2014: at least 2 occurrences in past 
15000 years, and at least 200 years since last occurrence 

In the next section, the Oso landslide risk management problem is discussed and is 

used as a practical example of new approach presented in this chapter for formulating 

likelihood and developing prior probabilities for Bayesian analysis.  

OSO LANDSLIDE RISK MANAGEMENT EXAMPLE 

In this section, the Oso landslide risk management project is considered as a 

practical example. The risk management decision would be made, choosing between two 

alternatives: A: no action or allow developments in the valley, and B: mitigation or not 

permitting development in the valley (Figure 6. 7). 
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Figure 6. 7. Decision tree for Oso landslide risk management 

The alternative with lower cost has a greater utility, and therefore will be preferred. 

In the case of allowing development in the valley, there is a risk of loss of life and properties 

due to landslide %��). On the other hand, if the development in the valley is not permitted, 

there is a loss (�©îïs�) associated with choosing not to gain benefits and revenues 

anticipated to achieve by developments in the valley. Expected cost of alternatives are 

determined as in the following equations:  

1%����	p) = $� × ��       ( 98) 

1%����	Ç) = �©îïs�           ( 99) 

The probability of failure, $�, or the probability of occurrence of a characteristic 

landslide during design life of the developments, (e.g. t=100 years), is obtained from the 

Weibull distribution function. Therefore, �©îïs� is also considered as the cost of not 

developing the land for 100 years. 

Information potential of alternatives are defined as follows. The costs are 

normalized by �©îïs� to make the information potential dimensionless. 

∆ª{ = ª{ − ª÷Îø%{,ó) =	����÷ßÐ	%{,ó) − �����         ( 100) 

∆ªó = ªó − ª÷Îø%{,ó) =	����÷ßÐ	%{,ó) − �����      ( 101) 

Graph of information potential of alternatives as a function of mean and c.o.v. of 

recurrence time is shown in Figure 6. 8 for		��/�©îïs� = 100.  
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APPLICATION OF DECISION ENTROPY THEORY IN THE BAYESIAN ANALYSIS OF OSO 

LANDSLIDE CASE STUDY 

In this section, Oso landslide risk management example is described to demonstrate 

the application of Decision Entropy Theory in decision analysis for natural hazard risk 

management. The risk management decision would be made, choosing between two 

alternatives shown in Figure 6. 7. The graph of information potential of alternatives is 

shown in Figure 6. 8. 

 

 

Figure 6. 8. Information potential of alternatives, as a function of mean and c.o.v. of 
recurrence time of events, for		��/�©îïs� = 100.  

In order to satisfy axioms of Decision Entropy Theory, the states in which each 

alternative is preferred or not preferred should be equally probable. Therefore, the non-

informative prior probability distribution for information potential of each alternative is 

obtained as a bi-uniform distribution.  Having information potential as a function of mean 

and c.o.v. of recurrence time, 1%�)	 and "�, (Figure 6. 8), the non-informative prior joint 
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probability distributions for these variables can be found as shown in Figure 6. 9, 

for		��/�©îïs� = 100. 

 

 

Figure 6. 9. Non-informative prior joint probability distributions of mean and c.o.v of 
recurrence time of events, (for		��/�©îïs� = 100) 
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Using prior probability distributions shown in Figure 6. 9 in the Bayesian analysis, 

together with the likelihood functions of Figure 6. 5 and Figure 6. 6, the posterior 

probability mas functions are obtained as shown Figure 6. 10 and Figure 6. 11. 

The comparison of prior and posterior probability distributions shows that posterior 

distributions clearly follow the prior probability distributions, esp. in this case where the 

data was limited. Posterior probability distribution before and after 2014 reflects the 

difference between likelihood functions, where the likelihood function before 2014 

amplifies the cases in the boundaries (c.o.v close to 1), while the likelihood function after 

2014 amplifies the cases in the boundary between preference of two alternatives.  

Figure 6. 12 through Figure 6. 14 show the comparison of prior posterior marginal 

probability distributions for cases with cost ratio of  (
ñ�ñ���z� = 100).  

The sensitivity analysis with different cost ratios (��/�©îïs�) show that for higher 

cost ratios result in larger range of non-zero information potential values for the alternative 

A, therefore the probabilities distributed among the corresponding contours has lower 

values. Table 6. 1 and Table 6. 2 show the prior and posterior expected values of 

information potential, mean and c.o.v of recurrence time, for the cases where each 

alternative is selected.  

Table 6. 1 shows in case that we have no information about the 2 characteristic 

events, we might wait until the cost of failure becomes greater than 15 times the cost of not 

developing for 100 years, and then we take mitigation action. However, based on Table 6. 

2, knowing about those 2 events and even the 2014 event makes us take action when the 

cost of failure becomes greater than 5 times the cost of avoidance for 100 years. The 

interesting note is the non-informative prior probability has the same cost ratio threshold, 

meaning that it accounts for the extreme events.  
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Figure 6. 10. Posterior joint probability distributions of mean and c.o.v of recurrence time 
of events, using the likelihood before 2014 (top: 0 occurrence, bottom: two 

occurrences), (for		��/�©îïs� = 100) 

0 occurrence 

2 occurrences 
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Figure 6. 11. Posterior joint probability distributions of mean and c.o.v of recurrence time 
of events, using the likelihood after 2014 (for		��/�©îïs� = 100) 
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Figure 6. 12. Prior and posterior marginal probability distributions of mean recurrence 

time of events, (for		��/�©îïs� = 100) 

 
 

 
  

0 occurrence 

2 occurrences 
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Figure 6. 13. Prior and posterior marginal probability distributions of c.o.v of recurrence 

time of events, (for		��/�©îïs� = 100) 

 

 

 
  

0 occurrence 

2 occurrences 
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Figure 6. 14. Prior and posterior marginal probability distributions of information 

potential of alternatives, (for		��/�©îïs� = 100) 

 

 
  

0 occurrence 

2 occurrences 
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Table 6. 1. Prior and posterior expected values of uncertain parameters (for different cost 
ratios		��/�©îïs�) 

   Before 2014 

   0 Occ in prev 15000 years  

       

Case 1 Prior Posterior  

Cf/Cavoid=100 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 1165 1478 2519 2705 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.5618 0.5932 0.9715 0.9579 

E(Δu of Alt i) -9.2211 -0.2726 -3.8967 -0.0502 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Case 2  Prior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=50 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 1135 1438 2634 2713 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.5877 0.64 0.8988 0.9556 

E(Δu of Alt i) -4.47 -0.2726 -1.1354 -0.0614 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Case 3 Prior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=30 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 1107 1368 2768 2723 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.6114 0.691 0.8918 0.9571 

E(Δu of Alt i) -2.5711 -0.2727 -0.4807 -0.1132 

Preferred Alt. B B 
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Table 6.1 (continued). Prior and posterior expected values of uncertain parameters (for 
different cost ratios		��/�©îïs�) 

   Before 2014 

   0 Occ in prev 15000 years  

       

Case 4  Prior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=20 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 1083 1231 2750 2695 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.6357 0.7253 0.9539 0.9645 

E(Δu of Alt i) -1.6219 -0.2728 -0.2977 -0.2508 

Preferred Alt. B B 

Case 5 Prior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=15 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 1034 1085 2710 2673 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.6017 0.725 0.9565 0.9655 

E(Δu of Alt i) -1.0109 -0.2728 -0.2105 -0.4182 

Preferred Alt. B A 

Case 6  Prior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=10 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 985 895 2707 2655 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.616 0.7694 0.9567 0.9681 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.5813 -0.2728 -0.1237 -0.6088 

Preferred Alt. B A 
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Table 6. 2. Prior and posterior expected values of uncertain parameters (for different cost 
ratios		��/�©îïs�) 

   Before 2014 After 2014 

   
at least 2 Occ in prev 15000 

years  

at least 2 Occ in prev 15000 

years  

       

2014 event at least 200 yrs after 

the last one 

Case 1 Prior Posterior  Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=100 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 1165 1478 1205 1551 1299 1569 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.5618 0.5932 0.5807 0.6229 0.5465 0.6148 

E(Δu of Alt i) -9.2211 -0.2726 -9.5335 -0.2867 -8.0431 -0.2956 

Preferred Alt. B B B 

Case 2  Prior Posterior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=10 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 985 895 1092 934 1188 983 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.616 0.7694 0.6835 0.8039 0.6544 0.797 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.5813 -0.2728 -0.6454 -0.2848 -0.5403 -0.3078 

Preferred Alt. B B B 

Case 3 Prior Posterior Posterior 

Cf/Cavoid=5 Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti Alternative Selected, Alti 

  Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B Alt i= A Alt i= B 

E( E(T)|Alt i) 882 574 1174 625 1280 694 

E( c.o.v|Alt i) 0.5007 0.7766 0.6673 0.8457 0.6344 0.8348 

E(Δu of Alt i) -0.1123 -0.2659 -0.1499 -0.2893 -0.1208 -0.3315 

Preferred Alt. A A A 

  

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION  

In this chapter, Oso, WA, landslide risk management problem is studied and 

analyzed. The likelihood functions were formulated using Weibull model for recurrence 

time of characteristic events, and with the data before and after 2014 event. This case study 

then was used as a practical example to demonstrate the application of Decision Entropy 
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Theory in decision analysis for natural hazard risk management. Using such non-

informative prior probability distribution guarantees that decision is not solely based on 

historical data, but the possibility of extreme events (i.e. events beyond range of 

experience) is reasonably considered. These conditions are satisfied through axioms of 

Decision Entropy Theory, which are based on maximizing the entropy and lack of 

information. In addition, using likelihood with renewal process (e.g. Weibull distribution 

of recurrence time) accounts for the non-stationary events, which is more realistic than 

using the Poisson distribution which assumes events are independent and stationary. Oso 

2014 event was a great example of non-stationary and correlated series of landslide events. 

Results show that when we have no information about the 2 characteristic events, 

we might wait until the cost of failure becomes greater than 15 times the cost of not 

developing for 100 years, and then we take mitigation action. However, knowing about 

those 2 events and even the 2014 event makes us take action when the cost of failure 

becomes greater than 5 times the cost of avoidance for 100 years. The interesting note is 

the non-informative prior probability has the same cost ratio threshold, meaning that it 

accounts for the extreme events.  
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Chapter 7:  Summary, Conclusion and Contributions 

SUMMARY OF IMPORTANT REMARKS  

Classical statistical methods of evaluating probabilities rely solely on historical 

data, and likelihood models base on that data, or the frequency-magnitude relationship 

obtained from that data. The underlying assumption of these methods is that the historical 

data is reliable, completely relevant and applicable to, and representative of future events. 

While the historical data might include false data, or might not include some extreme 

events that would happen in the future, therefore it is not always representative of future 

events. 

Subjective Bayesian approach is based on the prior or starting point which is not 

well-defined and might be vague or might contain too many unnecessary and unrealistic 

assumptions. Objective Bayesian approach is based on a non-informative and objective 

prior sample space as an initial hypothesis, which will then be updated through the 

likelihood function of the available data. Therefore the updated probability distribution is 

function of both the prior and the likelihood function.  

Prior sample space has a significant effect on updated probability distributions and 

therefore the resulting decision and outcome of the decision analysis. There is a need to 

establish non-informative prior sample space to be used in the Bayesian analysis.  

The Decision Entropy is proved to be a defensible and rational method to establish 

non-informative prior sample space. The fact that the axioms of Decision Entropy Theory 

requires equally probable states for preference, degrees of preference, and information 

about preference of alternatives, makes this theory an impartial and objective approach to 

establish prior sample space in which no unnecessary assumption is included. Furthermore, 

axioms of this theory provide the tool to account for extreme events, unknown 

uncertainties, and irrelevancy of data in the risk analysis. 
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Likelihood function has also a significant effect on the updated probabilities, esp. 

in the case of abundant data. Likelihood function acts like a filter in updating the 

probabilities, by amplifying and de-amplifying the probabilities for certain parameter 

values. Therefore, some prescribed assumptions in the likelihood function, such as 

independency of events, or certain probability models, or limited number of trials, or 

stationarity of events, etc. will affect the probabilities and make them unrealistic. 

Therefore, there is a need to formulate likelihood function so that it is less-informative and 

it does not assume more information than what really is available. There are several 

methods to improve likelihood function: 

• Using Markov Chain model to account for the temporal or spatial 

correlations of events  

• Using Weibull distribution, non-stationary Poisson distribution, or other 

time-varying models to account for the non-stationarity of events (i.e. 

changes in patterns of events and conditions by time) 

• Using likelihood functions with fractional occurrences to account for the 

limited number of trials or not knowing precisely the number of occurrences 

• Using non-informative prior sample space together with the likelihood with 

no or minimum prescribed assumptions gives us proper means of 

incorporating relevant and realistic information in the risk assessment and 

decision analyses.  

The concept of information potential enables the theory to be used for decision 

analyses with more than two alternatives. 
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INSIGHTS FROM DECISION ENTROPY THEORY 

Based on the results of the analyses presented in this dissertation, the following 

fundamental insights can be gained from the Decision Entropy Theory: 

Risk: Risk is defined as a measure of probability of adverse event and the 

consequence of that event, therefore in the analyses, wherever the risk (probability times 

consequence) associated with selection of each alternative i is higher than the risk or cost 

of other alternatives, the alternative i becomes less-preferred. The increase in risk might be 

due to higher probability of failure (or adverse event) or higher consequence of the adverse 

event, or both of these. 

Information Potential: The information potential is a rational and consistent 

parameter to be used in comparison of degrees of preference of any number of alternatives. 

Zero information potential of an alternative shows that the alternative is preferred. Negative 

information potential shows how much one would like to pay (in the unit of utility) so that 

the utility given alternative reaches to the utility of preferred alternative. In other words 

information potential of an alternative at any state of nature shows how far it is (in terms 

of utility) compared to the preferred alternative. 

Making Decision: The analyses of this chapter showed that, in general, when the 

risk is very high (either the probability of adverse event or the consequence of that event 

or both of them are very high), the alternative which completely (or to the highest degree) 

eliminates the risk would be the optimal alternative. In the cases where the risk is very 

small and tolerable (of course with proper consideration of definition of the threshold for 

the tolerable risk), then it might be harmless to accept the risk and no action might not be 

necessary. In the situations in between these two extremes, the alternative with lower cost 

and the lowest degree of uncertainty as well as level of consequence would be optimal. 
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Incorporating Information: Unlike classic (frequentist) statistical methods, 

Bayesian approach is a proper approach to incorporate the newest available data and 

information into the probability assessment and decision analysis. It gives the ability to 

update the prior hypothesis and probabilities whenever new data becomes available. 

Likelihood function can work as a filter to update the hypothesis based on the available 

site specific data, by amplifying and de-amplifying the probabilities of certain values of 

model parameters. In the Bayesian analysis, however, care should be exercised to not to 

include the information (more than what we actually know) and the unnecessary and 

unrealistic assumptions in both the likelihood function and the prior probability 

distributions. The irrelevancy of data to the specific case in the different spatial or temporal 

context should be taken into consideration.  

CONCLUSIONS ON FORMULATING LIKELIHOOD FUNCTIONS 

Natural hazards, such as landslides, earthquakes, storms, and etc., are usually 

assumed to follow Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process and are modeled by binomial, 

multinomial, or Poisson distribution function. These probability models are applicable 

since they consider the chance of occurrence of the events related to a phenomenon which 

is repeatable through a given time period. Although the assumption that events follow 

Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process makes the problem mathematically easier to be 

solved, this assumption may not be necessarily valid and true according to the nature of the 

problem.  

The fundamental assumption to derive the probability distributions in Bernoulli 

sequence or Poisson process is that the events are statistically independent. However, in 

case of landslides, it is observed that some small landslides can trigger larger slides, in the 

same area, by destabilizing the slope. Larger landslides, on the other hand, might flatten 
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the slope and delay next slides. Therefore, the assumption that events are statistically 

independent is not necessarily true. A same statement can be true in the case of earthquakes, 

as some earthquakes and seismic activities in a fault can trigger future activities in the same 

or adjacent faults.   

The second assumption in Bernoulli sequence or Poisson process is that the mean 

frequency or rate of occurrence of events is constant throughout time. This assumption is 

not necessarily true. For example, in case of Oso landslide, as will be described in detail in 

chapter 5, the environmental conditions had changed throughout years and decades. 

Therefore, the pattern and frequency of events are changed through time.  

Recurrence of natural hazard events, such as earthquake or landslides, has been 

commonly modeled by Poisson process. Poisson model is mathematically simple, has a 

broad acceptance, and was successfully verified by observations. However, in Poisson 

process, it is assumed that the events are stationary, i.e. the model is memoryless since it 

involves a single constant arrival rate through the whole time period.  

Using probability models that account for the renewal process of event (e.g. 

Weibull random variable to model the recurrence time of characteristic events) will be 

more rational and realistic than Poisson model. Weibull probability distribution function is 

a more general form of exponential probability distribution function (or Poisson process), 

having a second parameter to account for non-stationary properties.  

EXPECTED CONTRIBUTION 

The expected contribution of this research is in the field of risk assessment and 

management of landslides (or other natural hazards). The Decision Entropy is a theory 

underdevelopment toward becoming a rational method to establish non-informative prior 

sample space. The fact that the axioms of Decision Entropy Theory requires equally 
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probable states for preference, degrees of preference, and information about preference of 

alternatives, makes this theory an impartial and objective approach to establish prior 

sample space in which no unnecessary assumption is included. Furthermore, axioms of this 

theory provide the tool to account for extreme events, unknown uncertainties, and 

irrelevancy of data in the risk analysis. However, the theory needs more development to 

make it easier to be used in the real-world risk assessment problem.  

Besides starting with a non-informative prior, the likelihood function should be 

formulated so that it does not include information more than what really is available.  Using 

probability models that account for the renewal process of event, or accounts for the facts 

that events are non-stationary and correlated, has a greater advantage toward proper 

assessment of probabilities. Accounting for in-completeness and irrelevancy of data is also 

necessary to be considered in the formulation of likelihood function. 
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